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ABSTRACT 
 
Energy Dissipation Properties of Cementitious Materials: Applications in Mechanical 
Damping and Characterization of Permeability and Moisture State. (August 2012) 
Chin Kong Leung, B.S. California State University, Chico; M.S. Texas A&M University 
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Zachary Grasley 
 
 The study of mechanical energy and electrical energy dissipation in cementitious 
materials can lead to development of high damping concrete for structural applications, 
and new non-destructive testing techniques for use on existing concrete structures. This 
research aims to improve mechanical damping properties of cementitious materials and 
determine durability parameters from complex permittivity measurements. Damping was 
improved by utilizing poromechanical effects, and by adding viscoelastic and 
nanometric inclusions. Poromechanics was utilized to model and predict damping on 
specimens designed to maximize poromechanical effects, and composite theory was 
used to predict composite bounds for the loss tangent, i.e. modeling the effects on 
damping due to the addition of viscoelastic inclusions. Experimental results indicated 
that substantial damping improvement can be realized by both poromechanical effects 
and adding novel inclusions into cement pastes. The models were able to predict 
experimentally measured damping as a function of loading frequency. The electrical 
energy dissipation in cementitious materials was studied by dielectric spectroscopy as a 
function of moisture state and pore structure/permeability. The results were compared to 
 iv
predictions from multiphase composite modeling, where the properties of the confined 
water was inversely determined and used to predict moisture content. It was found that 
moisture state of cementitious materials has a linear relation to the complex permittivity 
over a wide variety of frequency ranges. Composite model prediction indicated that 
permeability of saturated cementitious materials studied in this research is likely 
dependent on the amount of free water in the pores. Permeability can be inferred from 
the pore structure of the cement paste via complex permittivity measurements by 
conditioning cement paste at different levels of relative humidity. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
Concrete1 is a composite material made by combining Portland cement, water, 
aggregates and admixtures. It is the most widely used construction material in the world 
[1]. Many civil engineering infrastructures are constructed with concrete. The failure of 
infrastructure and building structures often results in significant direct and indirect cost 
to society [2, 3]. Failure in civil engineering infrastructure can occur due to extreme, 
dynamic loading events (i.e. earthquakes) imposed on structures, and, in the absence of 
extreme loading events, damage accumulation due to regular climatic fluctuations and 
hostile environment. Being the most widely used construction material in the world, 
damages in concrete structures manifest as durability issues [4-6] that are costly and 
difficult to repair [7]. Many structures built in the years between 1960-1970 already 
require rehabilitation [8]. 
 
In the case of extreme loading events, the risk of damage and/or collapse caused by 
dynamic loading on reinforced concrete structures could be reduced if strain energy is 
dissipated through mechanisms that do not diminish structural capacity. A promising 
approach to improve damping in civil infrastructure is the use of highly viscoelastic 
structural materials. Significant research is currently focused on making civil 
infrastructure more resistant to dynamic loading events such as earthquakes. 
                                                 
This dissertation follows the style of Cement and Concrete Research. 
1In this dissertation, concrete refers strictly to Portland cement concrete. 
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One avenue for improving structural resistance to dynamic loading events is to improve 
the damping capacity of the materials utilized for the structural elements. Viscoelastic 
materials have the ability to relax potentially damaging stresses and to dampen 
dangerous vibrations caused by extreme loading events such as earthquakes, winds, or 
blasts. While much of the research into the development of vibration and acoustic 
damping viscoelastic materials has been focused on metals and polymers [9], the use of 
these materials can be limited in widespread structural applications in civil infrastructure 
due to high cost, low stiffness, strength, or poor processability [10]. The potential 
contribution of inherent structural material damping to overall structural damping may 
be substantial, owing to the large volume of concrete/cementitious materials utilized in a 
concrete structure. Most of the design innovations to date have occurred at the structural 
level (e.g. magnetorheological dampers) rather than the construction material level.  For 
reinforced concrete structures, dynamic strain energy is often dissipated through 
cracking of the concrete and plastic deformation of steel reinforcement. While some 
recent research has been undertaken to improve the mechanical damping capacity of 
cementitious materials such as concrete (see e.g. [11-16]), focus has primarily been 
aimed at frequencies of single Hz and below. An alternative means to dissipate dynamic 
strain energy stored in structural concrete is through poromechanical damping effects.  
Poromechanical damping arises when a deformable porous material (with interconnected 
porosity) saturated with a relatively incompressible pore fluid is subjected to an external 
mechanical load.  Under certain oscillatory loading conditions and certain boundary 
conditions, a transient pressure gradient may develop in the pore fluid, causing cyclic 
3 
 
fluid flow to occur within the pore network.  The viscous fluid flow dissipates strain 
energy.  The greater the dissipated strain energy in concrete subjected to dynamic 
loading, the lower the risk for crack initiation and growth. Additionally, some research 
has been done to examine the effect of incorporating novel inclusions into cementitious 
materials to dictate the viscoelastic properties of the composite.  Waste tire disposal is an 
ongoing environmental problem due to the large amount of waste tires generated by 
automobiles. Damping properties in concrete could be improved by adding waste tire 
particles to concrete, which will also have the benefit of reducing the demand for 
landfills from tire disposal needs. One of the new frontiers in materials science and 
engineering is nanotechnology. Incorporating nano-materials to improve mechanical 
properties has been an ongoing research interest. Nano-sized mineral admixtures such as 
silica fume have been used to improve mechanical properties of structural concrete, 
namely compressive strength and increased durability.  Damping properties of structural 
concrete can also be improved by adding nano-scale viscoelastic inclusions such as core 
shelled rubber (CSR), which has been used to toughen polymers. The use of CSR 
additions to improve cementitious materials properties has not been explored previously. 
 
A new type of material called carbon nanofiber (CNF) has been incorporated into 
materials such as polymers and metals to improve properties. The inclusion of CNF in 
cement paste is currently a research interest, but very little work has been done on 
determining the effect on cementitious materials damping properties when CNFs are 
added to cementitious materials. 
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Durability issues in concrete structures due to long term environmental exposures are 
often difficult and expensive to diagnose. For example, debonding of tiles in tunnel 
lining is often due to excessive water and moisture infiltration in cracked concrete tunnel 
lining surrounded by moist rocks. Traditional methods of inspection of civil 
infrastructure are time-consuming, labor intensive, costly, and may require destructive 
sampling of materials. Concrete inspection often requires destructively sampling and 
obtaining concrete cores from the field to determine properties such as moisture content 
and permeability. Having the ability to determine the condition and any anomalies of the 
concrete structure with non-destructive testing methods will allow engineers to conduct 
inspections at a much lower cost. 
 
The interaction of electromagnetic (EM) waves with matter is dependent on material 
properties, and it has been used to indirectly determine material properties. A sample of 
an EM-based method is the ground penetrating radar (GPR), which has been widely used 
for subsurface characterization by geologists, geophysicists, engineers and archeologists. 
GPR has civil engineering applications, such as determination of pavement/soil layer 
thickness and soil moisture content. However, GPR usage in concrete is still limited, due 
to a lack of understanding of EM wave interaction with the inherent complexity of the 
cementitious matrix microstructure within concrete. To interpret output from GPR, a 
thorough understanding in the dielectric properties of the material is required. Since 
electromagnetic wave propagation is strongly influenced by the relative permittivity of 
the material, it is imperative to understand how EM energy storage, absorption and 
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dissipation by the medium relate to material properties such as moisture content and 
permeability. This microstructure is heterogeneous and complex over many orders of 
magnitudes. It may be possible to exploit the complexity of the cement paste 
microstructure to indirectly determine moisture content and pore size distribution from 
dielectric response, where transport properties (permeability) of cementitious materials 
may be inferred from pore size distribution. 
 
1.1. Objectives 
This research aims to improve damping properties of cementitious materials through 
quantification of material dissipation of mechanical energy, and to understand the 
correlation of electrical properties versus moisture content and permeability, two 
important parameters affecting the durability of concrete, through quantification of 
material dissipation of electrical energy. The main objectives of this research are as 
follows: 
 To analytically predict and experimentally evaluate poromechanical damping in 
cementitious composites. The resulting model can be utilized to guide the design 
process of materials for poromechanical damping, which will result in the 
development of a framework useful for future design of controlled viscoelastic 
materials. 
 To examine whether improvements can be made in mechanical damping of 
cementitious materials through additions of millimeter scale viscoelastic 
inclusions such as crumb rubber, and to evaluate what effect surface treatment 
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has on the damping of cementitious composites containing treated viscoelastic 
inclusions.  Composite models will be utilized to further evaluate whether 
improvements in damping resulting from acid treatment of the inclusions is likely 
the result of modifications in the matrix/inclusion bond. 
 To experimentally determine whether the addition of nano-sized inclusions and 
reinforcements (CSR and CNF, respectively) at different levels of dispersion into 
a cementitious matrix will improve damping. Damping of cementitious materials 
with CNF reinforcements as a function of dispersion will be experimentally 
quantified. 
 The dependence of dielectric response of cementitious materials to moisture 
content and pore structure will be examined. Since the surface relative 
permittivity from GPR used in this research obtains the relative permittivity from 
reflected wave amplitudes, having the knowledge of complex permittivities at 
different moisture contents will allow engineers to determine moisture content 
from GPR readings. Correlation between moisture content and permeability to 
dielectric response, if any, will be determined. 
 
Improvement in mechanical damping capacity and determination of durability 
parameters from electrical properties involve studies in mechanisms of energy 
dissipation, albeit different in nature. Both mechanical and electrical energy dissipation 
can be expressed in similar mathematical forms. The mathematical analogy between 
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linear viscoelasticity (mechanical) and dielectric relaxation (electrical) will be explored 
in this dissertation. 
 
This dissertation is organized as follows: Relevant literature review on mechanical and 
electrical energy dissipation is presented in Section 2. The theory of mechanical and 
electrical energy dissipation and models used in this research will be presented in 
Section 3 along with the viscoelastic-dielectric relaxation analogy. Section 4 will 
describe experimental work on damping properties of nanoscale inclusions (viscoelastic) 
and reinforcements by carbon nano-fibers. Section 5 presents the results from this 
research and discussion of the results. Section 6 presents the summary and conclusions 
of this dissertation research, as well as directions for future work on damping 
improvements in concrete and evaluation of concrete condition with EM based methods. 
A list of publications from this dissertation research can be found in Appendix A. 
Appendix B and C contains graphs that were created from fitting of composite models 
and the computational codes created in Mathematica, respectively. Sections 2, 4, 5 and 6 
contain content in published journal articles are reproduced with permission from their 
perspective copyright holders. 
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
In this section, a brief overview of the constitutive equations of linear viscoelasticity 
and linear dielectric response will be presented. Mechanical damping may refer to the 
energy dissipation that occurs when a viscoelastic material is subjected to oscillatory or 
dynamic loading. Similarly, dissipation of electrical energy occurs in imperfect dielectric 
materials due to losses from conduction or dipolar losses. For mechanical energy 
dissipation, there are several measures to quantify damping.  The complex Young’s 
modulus of a viscoelastic material, *E , may be expressed as 
 1 2* iE E E  , (1) 
where i is the imaginary unit, 1E  is the storage modulus (real part of *E ) and 2E  is the 
loss modulus (imaginary part of *E ).  The ratio of 2 1/E E  is a measure of damping, and 
is equal to 
 2
1
tanE
E
 , (2) 
where   is the phase angle and  tan   is the loss tangent, loss factor, or the mechanical 
loss.  While tan   is a popular parameter for quantifying damping of viscoelastic 
materials, there are several other options, including specific damping capacity (Y), 
fraction of critical damping (), amplification at resonance (Q), and logarithmic 
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decrement ().  At levels of damping tan 0.3  , the parameters are approximately 
interrelated as [17] 
 
1tan 2
2
Y
Q
  
    . (3) 
In this dissertation, mechanical damping will be quantified by tan  . Many solutions for 
poromechanical response are obtained in the Laplace transform domain.  The Laplace 
transformed Young’s modulus ( E ) may be obtained from the transformed axial stress     
( z ) and strain ( z ) according to 
 z
z
sE  , (4) 
where s  is the transform variable.  The complex Young’s modulus is related to the 
Laplace transformed Young’s modulus according to 
 *E sE , (5) 
where is  , 2 f   is the angular frequency, and f  is the frequency.  Since many 
solutions for poromechanical response are obtained in the Laplace transform domain, 
Eqs. (1), (2), (4), and (5) may be utilized to readily obtain a measure of damping using 
the parameter tan  . 
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The interaction between materials and electromagnetic waves is described by Maxwell’s 
equations[18]. For dielectric materials, the constitutive equation of material response 
under the presence of an electric field is given as 
  0ˆ ˆ ˆD E P  , (6) 
where Dˆ  is the electric displacement field, 0  is the permittivity of free space, Eˆ is the 
electric field and Pˆ is the polarization of the material as a function of the applied electric 
field. Eq. (6) is expressed in the frequency domain. In a dielectric material under the 
presence of an electric field, the molecules in a dielectric material polarize by aligning 
along the applied field. At small field strengths, material behaves linearly at the presence 
of an electric field. The polarization Pˆ  for linear materials is defined as  
 0ˆ ˆeP E  , (7) 
where e  is the electric susceptibility of the material. Dielectric displacement can thus 
be written as 
 0 0ˆ ˆ ˆ(1 )e rD E E      , (8) 
where r  is the relative permittivity2 of the material. In an isotropic, homogeneous 
material, r is a scalar. Cementitious materials are assumed to be isotropic and 
                                                 
2 r  that appears in the complex permittivity discussion strictly refers to relative permittivity. Note that in 
the mechanical damping discussion, r  is used to refer to radial strain.  
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homogeneous, due to the fact that the wavelength that corresponds to the frequencies 
and materials in this research are much longer than any inhomogeneity found in 
cementitious materials. Dielectric displacement from Eq. (8) can be written in the 
frequency domain by applying integral transform as, 
 * 0( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )rD E E           , (9) 
where ( )D  is the dielectric displacement, ( )   is the absolute permittivity, ( )E  is the 
electric field, and *( )r   is the complex permittivity in the frequency domain, 
respectively. *( )r   has real and imaginary parts and is written as 
 *( ) '( ) i "( )r r r       , (10) 
where '( )r   is the real part of the complex permittivity, i is the imaginary number, and 
"( )r  is the imaginary part of the complex permittivity. The real part of complex 
permittivity indicates the ability for a material to polarize, thus storing charge. Imaginary 
part of complex permittivity describes losses in the electrical energy due to conduction 
and/or the lag in the polarization of molecules at certain frequencies (dipolar losses). 
Pure water, for instance, is a good insulator that has a fairly constant complex 
permittivity (real) up until the GHz range of frequency. 
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2.1. Damping mechanisms in cementitious materials 
The viscoelastic properties of materials dictate both the damping behavior as well as the 
creep and stress relaxation.  The phenomena of damping and creep have shared 
mechanisms; it is likely that many of the mechanisms that previous research has linked 
to creep/relaxation behavior are also linked to damping.  In fact, one may convert 
between the complex modulus, * ( )E  , and the relaxation modulus, ( )E t  according to 
[19] 
 *( ) ( )E i E   , (11) 
where 
  
0
( ) ( ) ( )i tE E t e E t dt

  L , (12) 
is the Laplace Transform of ( )E t , and i  is the transform variable.  Therefore, to 
construct a basis for material modifications likely to influence damping properties, it is 
useful to consider both the literature regarding creep/relaxation behavior of cementitious 
materials as well as damping behavior of cementitious materials. 
 
Concrete creep is often subdivided into basic and drying creep, and is primarily 
attributed to the cement paste phase; typical aggregates act in a restraining manner to 
reduce creep.  Basic creep is creep that occurs in the absence of drying. The primary 
proposed mechanisms for basic creep include: 
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 Powers suggested that creep could be caused by the seepage of physically bound 
water (within the layers of C-S-H) into the capillary water, induced by the 
increased stress in the physically bound water caused by the external load [20].  
This is commonly called the seepage theory. 
 Feldman [21] hypothesized that creep occurs when C-S-H gradually crystallizes 
and forms new interlayer space.  This can be referred to as the interlayer theory. 
 The sliding of C-S-H globules [22] or layers [23] that occurs under localized 
nanoscale shear stresses may contribute to creep.  This theory is called the 
viscous shear theory. 
 Another creep mechanism involves the redistribution of capillary water under 
load.  This was proposed by Sellevol [24], and occurs over a short time scale.  
This mechanism was later verified by Scherer [25].  It should be noted that this 
creep mechanism does not involve creep of any ‘solid’ material, but may still 
contribute to the apparent creep if concrete (or cement paste) is viewed as a 
homogenous continuum. 
 
A summary of many of the proposed creep mechanisms is included in [26]. Concrete 
exposed to drying is known to exhibit greater creep.  However, because drying 
conditions and behavior are inherently difficult to control, it is unlikely that drying creep 
mechanisms would prove useful tools in tailoring the viscoelastic properties of 
cementitious materials. In comparison to the research performed to investigate 
creep/relaxation mechanisms of cementitious materials, much less research has been 
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performed to determine the mechanisms of damping.  In agreement with the findings 
regarding creep, Swamy and Rigby [27] suggested that concrete damping occurs 
primarily within the cement paste phase, although the interface between aggregates and 
paste might contribute to damping through friction and crack propagation.  Swamy and 
Rigby proposed that concrete damping consists of three components: viscous, solid, and 
friction.  Jordan [28] attributed the viscous component to movement of pore water, the 
solid component to sliding within the C-S-H gel, and frictional component to 
microcracking. 
 
Another critical aspect of viscoelastic behavior of cement paste and concrete that must 
be considered is aging.  In the concrete literature, aging is defined as the evolution of 
mechanical (both instantaneous and transient) constitutive properties with age.  Aging 
occurs independently of the application of external stress. The mechanisms that drive 
aging of the viscoelastic properties of concrete are not fully understood.  The aging of 
the elastic properties follows the hydration curve quite well, implying that aging is 
simply due to the increase of available load-bearing microstructure (i.e., increased 
solidification).  However, viscoelastic properties continue to age even when hydration 
has ceased.  It has been suggested that aging could be partly the result of the relaxation 
of tensile microprestress in bridging microstructure [29], or increased polymerization of 
C-S-H over time [22]. 
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2.2. Improving damping behavior of cementitious materials 
A large body of work has been performed to identify methods for reducing the 
viscoelastic behavior of cementitious materials, to reduce creep and/or prestress loss in 
concrete structural elements. Substantially less effort has been focused on devising 
methods to produce cementitious materials with amplified viscoelastic behavior. Amick 
[30] recently investigated techniques for enhancing the damping properties of concrete.  
His literature review indicated that modifications to basic mixture design such as w/cm, 
aggregate type and content, and the presence of reinforcement have only minor impact 
on the damping properties of concrete.  Therefore, it is clear that either nonstandard 
materials or mixture design techniques must be implemented to create a cementitious 
material with high damping properties. 
 
Among those who have researched this topic, Chung and coworkers have been the most 
visible.  They have demonstrated that: 
 addition of silica fume treated with sulfuric acid increases damping, particularly 
for mortars[15], 
 both latex and methylcellulose admixtures increase damping [12], 
 the addition of small fibers with high surface area improves damping slightly for 
cementitious materials[10], 
 and the addition of larger steel fibers reduces damping [10]. 
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Other techniques to improve the damping of concrete structures include the use of 
“constrained layer damping” and the embedment of highly viscoelastic rods into 
concrete [30].  Attempts have been made to improve damping through the incorporation 
of granular crumb rubber, but were reportedly unsuccessful due to the poor bond 
between the particles and the cement [30]. In addition, asphalt coated aggregates have 
been briefly examined as a method for improving damping [31], but the magnitude of 
the resulting improvement in damping was not clear. In several of the efforts described 
above, the reported measured loss tangent, tan( ) , is below 0.1.  A tan( )  of 0.1 is 
generally considered to be the minimum necessary for the contribution of material 
damping behavior to be considered in the structural design.  Materials utilized for their 
damping properties typically have higher tan( ) .  For example, natural rubber has a 
tan( )  of 0.1 – 0.3, hard rubber has a tan( )  of about 1.0, and manganese copper alloy 
(a structural metal with high damping) has a tan( )  approaching 0.1 [32]. 
 
2.2.1. Objective 1: Microscale poromechanical response 
Cementitious materials are inherently comprised of a substantial volume of microscale 
porosity that results from the chemical shrinkage in the hydration reaction and excess 
mixture water than that required for complete hydration.  Much of this porosity is 
interconnected, although the interconnecting pore radii decrease substantially with w/cm.  
Research has indicated that the behavior of saturated cementitious specimens can be 
accurately characterized using poromechanical theory, which has its roots in the work 
initiated by Biot [33, 34]  and is thoroughly discussed in [35-37].  Scherer and Vichit-
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Vadakan [25, 38] have shown that the poromechanical deformation response of cement 
paste may be used to quantify the permeability of the material.  Grasley and Lange [39]  
verified experimentally Scherer’s poromechanical model of dilatational cement paste 
deformation [40] . The apparent viscoelastic behavior of cementitious materials derives 
in part from a combination of inherent viscoelastic properties of the material skeleton, 
and, if the pore fluid is relatively incompressible (i.e. fluid saturated porosity rather than 
gaseous), from poromechanical effects.  The poromechanical behavior of cementitious 
materials is well documented, see e.g. [37, 38, 40-46]. 
 
Poromechanical materials exhibit apparent viscoelastic behavior (even if the material 
skeleton is elastic) due to hydraulic damping.  Hydraulic damping occurs because of 
viscous flow of the pore fluid against particles of the solid material skeleton.  To 
illustrate, consider an isotropic elastic porous cylinder saturated with water.  If one 
applies a constant (time-independent) uniaxial stress along the longitudinal axis, the 
cylinder will initially compress elastically to a given strain that depends on the porosity, 
pore fluid compressibility, and the stiffness of the solid material skeleton.  After this 
initial strain, apparent creep strain will occur as the pore fluid migrates from the high 
pressure in the center of the cylinder to the pressure free boundary condition on the 
radial surface.  This concept is illustrated in Figure 1. 
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Figure 1: Conceptual sketch of evolution of pore fluid pressure distribution of a poromechanical cylinder.  
 
The cylinder shown in Figure 1 has radius “a” subjected to constant uniaxial 
compression applied as a step function ( ( ) ( 0)zz zzt t   ).  The time 0t   refers to 
immediately after application of the axial load. In effect, poromechanical damping works 
just like a more traditional damper.  Damping is provided by the time-dependent viscous 
flow of pressurized fluid through microscale pores, just like the mechanism for a shock 
absorber on an automobile. 
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While it has been noted that the damping magnitude of concrete is dependent on 
moisture content [27], there is no evidence in the literature that the poromechanical 
effect has been considered as a tool for improving the damping behavior of concrete.  
However, the poromechanical damping effect has been previously recognized in 
soils[47], and has been utilized to successfully evaluate the damping behavior of 
permeable foams [48].  This is due to the fact that cementitious structural elements are 
rarely saturated; only a few volume percent of entrapped gases will increase the pore 
fluid compressibility to the point that the poromechanical effect becomes minimal [40].  
In addition, the typical geometry and low permeability (typically 10-0.0001 nm2) [49] of 
cementitious structural elements result in minimal poromechanical damping except at 
very low frequencies (i.e. 0.01 Hz ).  Therefore, poromechanical damping has not yet 
been seriously considered as a means to improve damping capacity of cementitious 
materials, although this effect has been significant enough to be considered in other 
materials, for example in soils [47, 50-52] and foams [53, 54]. However, recent research 
into pervious concrete pavements (concrete that allows drainage through the pavement), 
has led to the development of concrete with permeability as high as 810  m2 [55].  
Poromechanical analysis will be utilized to optimize the damping of cementitious 
materials in this research. 
 
A significant advantage of utilizing poromechanical behavior to control the damping 
response of cementitious materials is that it is a relatively simple matter to determine to 
what extent material and geometric properties influence the frequency range over which 
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maximum damping is obtained.  Therefore, one can design the material such that 
damping is maximized at the crucial frequency for a given structural problem.  An added 
benefit of the saturated poromechanical response is an increase in the storage modulus 
due to the dilatational stress sharing of the pore fluid.  The instantaneous elastic response 
is that of a composite material (with fluid-solid composite stiffness) rather than a porous 
material. Preliminary modeling done on poromechanical damping shows that proper 
permeability and pore fluids of proper viscosity for a given specimen geometry is 
required to achieve measurable damping at certain frequencies. In order to guide the 
experimental program, approximate closed-form solutions for the loss tangent, storage 
modulus, loss modulus, and critical frequency for poroelastic and poroviscoelastic 
damping associated with axial oscillatory loading of both solid and hollow cylinders will 
be derived and validated with experimental results obtained from cylindrical specimens.  
While previous research provides solutions for axial stress and strain for poroelastic 
cylinders in the Laplace transform domain [56-59], such solutions are only able to 
numerically evaluate the loss tangent and critical frequency (frequency at which 
damping is maximized).  As a result, existing solutions are not able to be utilized as 
design equations or to provide direct, simple evaluation of damping magnitude and 
frequency dependence on controllable material and geometrical parameters. 
 
2.2.2. Objective 2: Millimeter scale viscoelastic inclusions 
A comprehensive review of using waste tire rubber in concrete was conducted by 
Siddique and Naik [60]. Damping properties of rubberized concrete were studied by 
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means of measuring decay in free vibration by Zheng et al.[61], where a notable increase 
in damping was observed. An increase in damping of cement based materials with the 
addition of high damping ceramic particulates was reported by Kan et al. [62]. Grasley 
[63] has modified particulate composite models to account for aging, viscoelastic effects 
for application to concrete.  These and other appropriate composite models will be used 
to optimize damping design.  Brodt and Lakes [64] have used similar techniques to 
model the optimum design of high-damping layered composite materials. 
 
While the mechanical properties of the inclusions and the volume fraction of inclusions 
are sure to play a substantial role in dictating the viscoelastic properties of the 
composite, the interface between inclusions and matrix is also expected to be critical.  
Damping mechanisms of composite materials for viscoelastic matrices with elastic 
inclusions were studied previously [64, 65] to create a stiff material that exhibits good 
damping properties over a range of temperature and loading frequency.  Adding various 
viscoelastic, compliant inclusions into a rigid, fairly elastic matrix such as a cementitious 
matrix should also improve damping properties. The effect of adding shredded waste 
tires into concrete (as a means of recycling rubber tires) on the mechanical properties has 
been widely studied [13, 61, 66-71]. In the field of rubber/polymer research, methods to 
increase surface energy (adhesion) by acid [72] and plasma surface treatment has been 
well documented in rubber research . While the improvement on surface adhesion, 
generated by plasma treatment, decays with time, acid treatment creates a stable 
improvement to adhesion. Segre et al. [69, 70] treated crumb rubber with sodium 
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hydroxide and reported improved bond strength between the rubber and concrete/mortar, 
and the resulting mixture showed improved fracture toughness. 
 
2.2.3. Objective 3: Nanoscale inclusions and reinforcements 
Aside from using rubber from waste tires as a type of viscoelastic inclusion, other types 
of viscoelastic inclusions could also potentially improve damping in cementitious 
materials. Core-shelled rubber (CSR) is a type of impact modifier for polymers that 
contains small polymeric spheres with a core structure [73]. The addition of nanometric 
CSR into polymers has been shown to greatly improve polymeric mechanical properties 
such as fracture toughness [74-77]. While the improvement in mechanical properties in 
polymeric composites from CSR addition is significant, the addition of viscoelastic 
nanoinclusion CSRs have never been attempted in any composites other than in 
polymers. The effect of surface treatment of crumb rubber from recycled tires on 
damping has not been fully explored as a way to improve damping of cementitious-
crumb rubber composites. 
 
In the past decade, there has been growing interest in carbon nanotubes (CNT) and 
carbon nanofibers (CNF) for various composite applications owing to their remarkable 
physical properties. Their theoretical strength is 100 times that of steel, at only 1/6 the 
specific gravity [78]. Values as high as 60 GPa for ultimate strength and 6% for ultimate 
strain have been reported [79, 80].  Few studies have been carried out focusing on the 
effect of CNT/Fs on the mechanical properties of cementitious composites [80-85]. The 
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studies have shown that CNT/Fs can improve properties such as tensile and compressive 
strength. Although CNT/Fs are still too expensive to be used in large concrete structures 
such as buildings, bridges and pavements, the accelerating advances in the methods of 
producing these nano reinforcements are leading us to promising futures for CNT/F-
reinforced cementitious composites [86]. It is possible that adding CNT/Fs will improve 
damping. Improvements in damping from adding exfoliated carbon graphite in cement 
paste was previously reported by Muthusamy et al. [14]. 
 
2.3. Complex permittivity 
There is a large volume of work on dielectric relaxation and complex permittivity of 
materials, only the relevant work to cementitious materials will be included in this 
literature review. The dielectric response of soils has long been a research interest in 
fields such as geophysics, geotechnical engineering, and archeology. Soils are porous 
medium containing one or more fluids in its pore space. A model for soil moisture and 
its associated relative permittivity were developed by Wobschall [87]. Applications of 
GPR in civil engineering applications are well documented [88-94]. Comprehensive 
reviews on GPR were written by Saarenketo and Scullion [93] on pavements and 
Huisman et al. [95] on soil moisture content determination. Topp et al. [96]  determined 
composite dielectric response of soils empirically. Other methods have also been 
developed for estimation of moisture content [88, 97], where the moisture content was 
determined by solving an inverse problem with GPR data. 
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In cementitious materials, the dielectric response was studied by Miura et al. [98] at a 
wide range of frequencies in order to determine degree of hydration. Various mixture 
laws have been suggested to model the dielectric response of mixtures of sand, gravel 
and water with known constituent properties [99] for use in cementitious materials, but 
the models were not validated with concrete or cement measurements. The overall 
composite dielectric response will be dictated by the properties of the composite 
constituents within the composite material. Water is one of the main constituents in a 
cementitious composite, and it has the most interesting dielectric properties out of all of 
the constituents due to the existence of frequency dependent dielectric relaxation. 
Dielectric relaxation is the time/frequency dependent dissipation of EM wave energy in 
materials due dipolar relaxation as a result of viscous fluid action on molecules at 
microwave frequencies. At low frequencies, water molecules polarize almost 
instantaneously to an alternating electric field without any loss. Dielectric relaxation 
occurs at higher frequencies (~14 GHz) when the rotation of water molecule dipoles lag 
behind the alternating electric field, causing dissipation of electrical energy in the 
applied electric field through heat. Figure 2 shows the complex permittivity of pure 
water and water containing conductive ionic species at a concentration commonly found 
in the pore solution of mature concrete [100] 
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Figure 2: Complex permittivity of water modeled after empirical equations in the work of Meissner and 
Wentz [101]. At a typical salt concentration found in cement pastes, the real part of permittivity does not 
change drastically, whereas the conductivity caused by the presence of salts increases the imaginary part 
substantially at lower frequencies. 
 
The abscissa in Figure 2 is the frequency (GHz) in log scale in Figure 2, and the 
dielectric constant (real and imaginary) are on the ordinate. The dashed line in Figure 2 
indicates effect of minimal salt addition to complex permittivity of water, where at low 
frequencies a loss due to conduction is most apparent. 
 
Dielectric relaxation of complex materials typically depends on frequency of the applied 
electric field and temperature, where lower temperature lowers the relaxation frequency. 
Jonscher [102] has written a thorough review on dielectric relaxation of solids. For more 
complex materials, a review on the concepts and measurement methods are described in 
the work of Feldman et al. [103]. While the properties of bulk water containing 
conducting species at various concentrations (i.e. seawater) has been extensively studied 
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over a wide temperature and frequency range [104-109], the behavior of water near 
interfaces is known to be drastically different [110-114]. For confined water such as that 
found in nanoporous medium, the physical and electrical properties change dramatically. 
The dielectric response of water near interfaces can be found in a thorough review by 
Michot et al. [113]. A survey of loss mechanisms (both conduction and polarization) 
were given in the work of De Loor [115]. At current frequency range (>50MHz) of 
interest, mechanisms that affect losses include bound water relaxation, bulk water 
relaxation, and conduction. Clay materials contain structural water and selected clays’ 
dielectric properties were studied by Ishida et al.[116], where non-bound water, bound 
water and interfacial polarization were identified as mechanisms for dielectric relaxation. 
Another relaxation mechanism in porous materials is the Maxwell-Wagner-Sillar effect, 
which is due to interfacial polarization from dielectric boundary layers and a conductive 
solution [117, 118]. 
 
Other types of porous materials may possess a solid skeleton resembles more like that of 
porous glass, which are not granular like most soils. Experimental work on dielectric 
relaxation in saturated porous media has been studied with controlled porous glass. 
Some of the work done on characterization of water dynamics with porous glasses. 
Feldman et al [110] studied porous sodium borosilicate glass between 20Hz- 1MHz at 
different temperatures, and a change in relaxation time due to water was observed 
between different pore sizes. Dynamics of water is hindered by the presence of 
interfaces. Such a shift in relaxation time was also observed in the work of Feldman et 
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al. [111] on porous glass. It has been suggested in the literature that confinement in 
carbon nanotubes [119] and porous silica [114, 120, 121] occurs below 20nm. The 
reader is directed to a review by Levinger [122] for a thorough review on water 
confinement. 
 
Both early and mature age cement paste dielectric responses at microwave frequencies 
have been previously studied by the use of waveguide methods [123-126]. Previous 
studies on cement pastes have focused on the evolution of dielectric response of cement 
paste due to hydration [127]. The effect of varying moisture content and permeability on 
the complex permittivity of cement paste has not been fully explored. 
 
2.3.1. Measurement of permeability and moisture content in concrete by GPR 
For measurement of concrete permeability in the laboratory, rapid chloride ion 
permeability (ASTM C1202) is widely used, but the results can be significantly affected 
by difference in pore-solution chemistry between different concrete samples. Jones and 
Grasley [43, 44, 128] have developed dynamic pressurization and radial flow-through 
techniques for measurement of intrinsic concrete permeability with cylindrical samples. 
This technique, however, requires the destructive sampling of cores from existing 
concrete structure. Moreover, the test requires full saturation and it may be hard to 
achieve for concrete cores. Basheer and Nolan [129] developed in-situ air permeability 
measurement techniques. However, permeability obtained from the technique is highly 
dependent on internal RH, and only the surface permeability can be obtained. 
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For pavement engineering applications, GPR operates by measuring reflected EM waves 
from different layers due to impedance mismatch between the layers. The GPR has a 
transmitting antenna operating at a certain frequency, and a receiving antenna that 
records the reflected waves in the time domain. Air coupled GPR has an antenna that is 
situated at some distance from the pavement surface separated by air. It is commonly 
assumed that the layers are perfect dielectrics with no losses associated with propagation 
of the EM wave through the layers greatly simplify the analysis of pavement thickness 
and determination of dielectric constants. Such an assumption cannot be made in 
concrete materials, since concrete has a non-negligible loss component in complex 
permittivity. The measured loss tangent for saturated concretes range from up to 0.5 
between 200MHz and 6GHz. The theory section will outline the limitations of time 
domain reflectometry methods (TDR) in determining the dielectric response of concrete 
materials. 
 
2.3.2. Objective 4: Obtain durability parameters by complex permittivity 
For determination of moisture content and permeability, the microstructure of the 
cement paste must be considered. Consider a representative volume element of a 
hydrated cement paste shown in Figure 3. 
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3. THEORY* 
 
For mechanical energy dissipation, poromechanical damping and damping from 
viscoelastic inclusions were modeled. First, the analogy of viscoelasticity to dielectric 
relaxation will be presented. Following the analogy discussion, mechanical energy and 
electrical energy dissipation will be presented by presenting models for poromechanical 
damping, prediction of damping due to the presence of viscoelastic inclusions, and the 
complex permittivity modeling on moisture content and permeability will conclude the 
theory portion of this dissertation. 
 
3.1. Viscoelasticity analogy to dielectric relaxation 
Relaxation phenomena can be observed in a variety of processes that occur in nature. 
Relaxation can be observed in viscoelastic solids under mechanical loading and 
dielectric solids subjected to an electric field. Under the influence of an electric field, 
charge carriers in a material can polarize, which can be described as a dielectric 
displacement. Consider a time dependent response shown in Figure 4. 
                                                 
* Part of this chapter is reprinted with permission from 
C. Leung, Z. Grasley, Poromechanical damping of cementitious materials. 24 (2012) J. Mater. Civ. Eng., 
232–238, Copyright 2012 American Society of Civil Engineers. 
C. Leung, Z. Grasley, Effect of micrometric and nanometric viscoelatic inclusions on mechanical damping 
behavior of cementitious composites. 35 (2012) Const. Build. Mater., 444-451. Copyright 2012 Elsevier. 
Z. Grasley, C. Leung, Quasi-static axial damping of poroviscoelastic cylinders. 137 (2011) J. Eng. Mech., 
561-570, Copyright 2011 American Society of Civil Engineers. 
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Recall polarization in the dielectric response constitutive equation Eq. (6), the time 
dependent response of polarization Pˆ can be written as 
 0ˆ ˆ( ) ( ') ( ') '
t
eP t t t E t dt 

  , (14) 
where ˆ ( )P t is now a convolution of electric susceptibility e (time dependent) integral 
of a time dependent electric field with reduced time 't . Polarization as shown in Eq. has 
the same form as the convolution integral found in linear viscoelastic materials. For 
simple behavior, such as that observed in linear viscoelasticity and simple polar 
molecules, the mathematical description is identical. 
 
3.2. Mechanical energy dissipation-poromechanical effects 
The closed-form solutions for poromechanical damping in cylinders under radial flow 
along with the experimental validation of solutions will be presented in this section. The 
solutions allow simple assessment of the sensitivity of damping magnitude and 
frequency to controllable material parameters.  The simultaneous contribution to 
damping by both poromechanical and inherent viscoelastic effects will be assessed by 
modeling. For the damping due to addition of viscoelastic inclusions in cement pastes, 
bounds on the cementitious composite damping were used for comparison to the 
measured results in order to infer the source of differences in damping induced by acid 
treatment of the inclusions.  In order to predict bounds for  tan  , one must create 
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bounds on *E .  For a two phase material, this can be accomplished using a composite 
modeling approach. 
 
In general, the porosity of cementitious materials may be considered invariant with 
respect to external stress or pore fluid pressure, but neither the solid skeleton nor the 
pore fluid should be considered incompressible since typical values for the bulk moduli 
of the fluid and skeleton are in the same order of magnitude.  Inertial effects may be 
ignored if the fluid flow velocity is low, which is expected to be the case in the 
frequency range of interest ( 0.1 25 Hz).  Subject to these conditions, several researchers 
have derived solutions in the Laplace transform domain for the poromechanical response 
of an unconfined uniaxially loaded isotropic solid [56-59]or hollow cylinder [57, 59].  
The solutions provided for the axial stress and strain are functions of modified Bessel 
functions of the first and second kinds.  Unfortunately, the presence of the Bessel 
functions prevent the direct, analytical determination of tan   since the argument of the 
Bessel functions is complex when the transform parameter s  is replaced with i ; this 
prevents analytical determination of the separate real and imaginary components of *E  
as required in Eq.(2) for assessment of damping tan( ) .  While it is true that one could 
numerically evaluate tan   using solutions available in the existing literature, a closed-
form solution holds great value for developing design equations and to easily assess the 
sensitivity of tan   to controllable material parameters. 
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Solid cylinders are a simple, common geometry for concrete for experimental validation 
of poromechanical damping, but with a limitation; they are difficult to fully saturate.  
Even if a cementitious cylinder is placed under hydrostatic pressure in a penetrating 
fluid, the entrapped air bubbles in the cylinder cannot be flushed out by pressure, but 
must rather diffuse slowly to the surface (due to a concentration gradient).  A hollow 
cylinder geometry will allow quicker saturation when a hydrostatic fluid pressure is 
applied on the outer face of the hollow cylinder. Any entrapped air bubbles will migrate 
out to the pressure-free inner surface, ensuring saturation.  The magnitude of hydrostatic 
pressure necessary to flush out the entrapped air is a function of the size to which the air 
bubbles must be compressed, and thus a function of the pore radii in the porous body. 
 
In the following subsections, a simplified approximate analytical solution for the 
complex Young’s modulus is derived for a solid cylinder.  Simple approximate closed-
form analytical functions are then derived for the critical frequency ( cf ) and maximum 
tan   ( maxtan ) for both hollow and solid cylinders loaded axially with either elastic or 
viscoelastic skeletons. 
 
3.2.1. Solid cylinder 
While the solution for the transformed axial stress and plane strain of an infinite, 
uniaxially loaded cylinder have been previously derived, for the current problem it is 
expedient to re-derive the solution using simple parameters as utilized by [40] to model 
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dilatational poroelastic behavior.  In cylindrical coordinates, the constitutive equation 
components for an isotropic, poroelastic material are 
 
  
  
  
1
1
1
z z p r f
p
r r p z f
p
p r z f
p
E
E
E


 
     
     
     
   
   
   
 (15) 
where z , r , and   are the axial, radial, and tangential strains, respectively, z  is the 
axial stress,  r  is the radial stress,   is the tangential stress, and pE .. and p  are, 
respectively, the Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio of the porous body.  The term f  
is the free strain, expressed as 
 
3f p
bp
K
  . (16) 
The free strain is associated with internal pore pressure; this is the axial component of a 
volumetric strain that is analogous to thermal strain.  The parameter p  is the pore fluid 
pressure, pK  is the bulk modulus of the porous body, and b  is the Biot coefficient 
defined as 
 1 p
s
K
b
K
  , (17) 
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where sK  is the bulk modulus of the solid phase comprising the material skeleton.  The 
elastic properties of the porous body are often referred to as drained moduli.  The pore 
fluid transport is assumed to obey Darcy’s law such that the flux J  can be expressed as 
 
L
kJ p   , (18) 
where k  is the permeability of the porous body and L  is the pore fluid viscosity.  Fluid 
continuity may be expressed in terms of the pore pressure and volumetric strain   as  
 2
L
p kb p
M
   
  , (19) 
where the overhead dot denotes a time derivative, 2  is the Laplacian operator, and M is 
the Biot modulus (inverse of the storage coefficient, S) defined as 
 1
L s
bS
M K K
    . (20) 
The term   is the interconnected porosity and LK  is the bulk modulus of the pore fluid.  
For the case of uniaxial loading of a poroelastic cylinder, Eq. (19)may be simplified to 
 2
1
L
p k pb u
M R u u u
 
       
  , (21) 
where /u r R  is a dimensionless radius where r is the radial coordinate and R is the 
outer radius of the cylinder.  The volumetric strain   may be expressed in terms of the 
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pore pressure by recognizing that Eq. (15) is analogous to the thermoelastic constitutive 
equation such that thermoelastic solutions may be utilized to determine the strain 
components.  The thermoelastic analogy was utilized by Scherer to formulate the 
response of a cylinder to an applied surface hydrostatic pressure [131]. For the plane 
strain uniaxial loading case, the thermoelastic solution for the stress components is [132] 
 
  
1
2
0
1
2
0
1
2
1( ) ( )
1 1 1 2
( )1( ) ( )
1 1 1 1 2
( ) 2
( )
1 1 2 1
r
p p
r f
p p p
r
p f p p
f
p p p p
f p p p
z
p p p
E E Cr r rdr
r
E r E E Cr r rdr
r
r E E C
r C

   
    
    
        
          
    

 , (22) 
where 1C  and 2C  are constants determined from the boundary conditions.  The boundary 
conditions are 
 ( ) 0r R   (23) 
and 
 Appz z  . (24) 
The first condition requires that the radial stress is zero ( atmospheric) on the radial 
surface of the cylinder, and the second condition satisfies equilibrium such that the 
average axial stress in the specimen z  is equal to the applied axial stress Appz , 
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which is the applied force divided by cross-sectional area.  The average axial stress is 
determined according to  
 2
0
2 ( )
R
z z r rdrR
   . (25) 
Equations (22) and (23) are used to solve for 1C  as 
 
  
 01 2
1 2 1 ( )
1
R
p p f
p
r rdr
C
R
  

 
 

, (26) 
while Eqs. (22) and (24) are used to solve for 2C  as 
 2 App 2
0
2
( )
R
p
z f
E
C r rdr
R
    . (27) 
Since z r       , combining Eqs. (15),(16), (22), (26), and (27) allows us to write 
 App
3
z
z
p p
b p
E K
    (28) 
and 
 App
( )
3
z
p p p p
b p b p b p r
K K K K
        (29) 
where 
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  
1
3 1
p
p
 
   (30) 
and p  is the average pore fluid pressure, which can be determined according to  
 
1
2
0 0
2 ( ) 2 ( )
R
p p r rdr p Ru udu
R
   . (31) 
By utilizing Eqs. (29) and (21), a partial differential equation can be written for the pore 
fluid pressure according to 
 App3 4
( ) ( , ) 1zp p u pC C u
u u u
 
  
               (32) 
where 
 
 
 3
3 1
3 3 1
b
C
b
 
 
    , (33) 
  4 3 3 1C b

    , (34) 
and /t   is a reduced time where t is time and   is a hydrodynamic relaxation time 
expressed by 
 
2 21L
p
R b
k M K
       
. (35) 
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The significance of   and 3C  will be discussed later in this section.  The parameter   
is expressed as 
 2
p
Mb
K Mb
   . (36) 
The solution to Eq. (32) is readily obtained in the Laplace transform domain (with the 
transform taken with respect to  ), which allows the subsequent determination of p  
and then the transformed axial strain as 
 
 
 
4 App 1App
3 3 1
( ) 2 ( )
( )
3 1 ( ) 2 ( )
z oz
z
p p o
bC sI s I s
s
E K C sI s C I s
      
 (37) 
where the overbars denote the transformed parameter, s is the transform variable, iI  is 
the modified Bessel function of the second kind with subscript i equal to either 0 or 1.  If 
we consider a step application of stress such that App App( ) ( )z zt H t   where ( )H t  is the 
Heaviside function, the limit of the axial strain at t    can be determined by taking 
the limit 0s   of ( )zs s , which yields 
 AppFinal ( )
z
z z
p
t
E
    . (38) 
Eq. (38) describes the state of axial strain after all the pore fluid pressure has dissipated.  
The limit of 0t   may be determined by taking the limit s   of ( )zs s .  To find 
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this limit, we recognize that the ratio of the Bessel functions in Eq. (37) approach unity 
as s   such that 
 AppInitial ( 0 )
z
z
u
t
E
   , (39) 
where uE  is the undrained Young’s modulus, which can be expressed in terms of 
previously defined parameters as 
   
3
3 4
3 1
3 1
p p
u
p p
C E K
E
C K bC E
   . (40) 
The response described in Eq. (39) can be thought of as the axial strain immediately 
after the application of axial stress ( 0t  ) when the pore fluid is carrying the maximum 
amount of stress such that the overall material response is stiffest. The axial strain for a 
step application of stress may be written as 
  Initial Final Initial( ) ( )zz z zs ss
      , (41) 
where ( )s  is a transformed retardation function.  By equating Eq. (41) and (37) while 
substituting Eqs. (38) and (39), we solve for the transformed retardation function as  
 3
3
1 ( ) ( )( ) g s C g ss
sC
     (42) 
where 
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3 3 1
( )( )
( ) ( ) 2 ( )
o
o o
s I sg s
s I s C s I s C I s
    . (43) 
Note that the transformed relaxation function is only dependent on s  and the material 
parameter  3C .  The complex Young’s modulus defining the overall material response 
may be expressed as 
 * *
1(i )
(i )
E
J
   (44) 
where *(i )J   is the complex compliance, which can be written in terms of ( )s  as 
 * 1 1 1(i ) ( ) ( )
p u p
J sJ s s s
sE E E
              
, (45) 
where is  .  The presence of   is necessary since the transform of Eq. (32) was 
performed with respect to /t  .  The poromechanical damping can be expressed by 
[133] 
 
 
 
*
2 2
*
1 1
Im
tan
Re
JE J
E J J
    . (46) 
Eq. (46) cannot be expressed in closed-form due to the presence of the complex 
argument of the Bessel functions in  . However, an accurate approximate form of 1J  
and 2J  can be expressed as 
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   
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1 2 2
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  
      
 (47) 
and 
 
  
  1 2 3 32 21 3 1 2 3 1 2 4 4 3 6 3
4 2 4
4 4 4 2 2 4 2
p u
p u
A A A C E E
J
E E A C A A A A A A A C A C
    
       
, (48) 
where the constants 1A  through 6A  are listed in Table 1.  Figure 5 compares the 
approximate tan   determined using Eqs. (46)-(48) with the exact solution evaluated 
numerically using values typical of a cementitious material and normalized by  . 
 
Table 1: Coefficients for approximate functions for 1J  and 2J . 
1A       1 12 1
2
2 2
8 / 2
16
m m cos m
m m
   
 
2A     1 1
2
/ 2m cos m
m
 
3A  2 24 16    
4A  2 24 2 4 16    
5A  2 24 2 4 16     
6A  
2 24 16    
m1, m2 For a solid cylinder, 1 1.0243m   & 2 0.97805m   
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Figure 5: Comparison of approximate tan   (Eqs. (46)-(48)) with exact solution (Eqs. (42)-(46)) 
evaluated numerically for a material with 2 / 3b  , 1 / 4  , 1 / 2  .   
 
While Eq. (46) through (48) provide a means to analytically quantify poromechanical 
damping of a solid cylinder over the full spectrum of frequencies, the equations do not 
allow simple determination of the maximum damping possible, maxtan  (the peak of the 
tan   vs. f curve), or the critical frequency at which the maximum damping occurs, cf .  
Analytical expressions for both maxtan  and cf  will be useful tools for designing 
cementitious materials to optimize damping for specific dynamic loading events. 
 
Inspection of Eq. (42) through (45) indicates that the function for *J  and therefore tan   
is dependent only on four parameters other than frequency:  , 3C , pE , and uE .  Since 
is  , it is clear that cf  has a linear inverse dependence on  .  The parameter 3C  
may be written as 
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  3
2 2
2 1
p u
p u p
E E
C
E E 
    . (49) 
If we assume 0.2p   as is typical for Portland cement paste, cf  becomes simply a 
function of   and the ratio /u pE E .  By numerically evaluating cf  for values of /u pE E  
between 1.001 – 1.4, an approximate function is determined such that 
   1.02481 1.0063 1.8352 ln /c u pf E E   . (50) 
A further simplification may be made by recognizing that cf  is only weakly dependent 
on /u pE E  versus its dependence on   such that 
 1/cf  . (51) 
Eq. (51) is a valuable design equation in that it yields a simple relationship between 
geometrical and material properties that are controllable through design and the 
frequency at which poromechanical damping is maximized. 
 
By making the same simplifying assumption that 0.2p   as with the analysis of cf , it 
is found that maxtan  is a function only of the ratio /u pE E .  By numerically evaluating 
maxtan  for values of /u pE E  between 1.001 and 1.4, an approximate function is 
determined such that 
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 1.0591maxtan 0.46323 ln( / )u pE E   . (52) 
 
3.2.2. Hollow cylinder 
The derivation for the hollow cylinder proceeds in analogous fashion to the solid 
cylinder.  Through the thermoelastic analogy, we find that z  and   for the hollow 
cylinder are the same as those for a solid cylinder, expressed in Eqs. (28) and (29), 
respectively.  The average pore fluid pressure may be written as 
   / ( )
2 2
/( )
22 ( ) ( )
o o o i
i i o i
R R R R
o i
o i
o i o iR R R R
R R
p p r rdr p uR uR udu
R R R R


       (53) 
for the hollow cylinder since in this case  0/ iu r R R  .  Pore fluid continuity for the 
hollow cylinder may be expressed by Eqs. (32) through (34) with the relaxation time,  , 
expressed by 
 
 2 21L o i
p
R R b
k M K
       
. (54) 
Since the form of the differential equation is the same for the hollow and solid cylinders, 
the initial ( 0 ,t s  ) and final ( , 0t s   ) strains are also the same for the solid 
and hollow cylinders.  Therefore, the transformed axial strain for the hollow cylinder 
may be written according to Eq. (41).  A primary difference with the solid cylinder 
analysis is that for the hollow cylinder, geometry effects are not entirely eliminated from 
the transformed retardation function through the utilization of the reduced time  
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( /t  ); ( )s  is slightly dependent on the ratio /o iR R .  The result of this dependence 
is that the damping of a hollow poromechanical cylinder loaded axially may be 
approximated by the same functions as the solid cylinder, i.e. Eq. (46) through (48), but 
the fit parameters 1m  and 2m  are defined by 
 
0.1626
1
0.15208
2
/0.02385exp
2.0158
/0.27679exp
1.9983
o i
o i
R Rm
R Rm
         
         
. (55) 
As with the solid cylinder, if we assume 0.2p   as is typical for Portland cement paste, 
cf  for the hollow cylinder becomes a function of  , the ratio /u pE E , but also the ratio 
/o iR R .  By numerically evaluating cf  for values of /u pE E  between 1.001 – 1.4 and 
/o iR R  between 1.01 and 1000, an approximate function is determined such that 
   0.841 21 ln /c u pf n n E E     (56) 
where 1n  and 2n  are functions of /o iR R  according to 
 
 
 
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  
  
. (57) 
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Figure 6 illustrates the dependence of cf   on both /u pE E  and /o iR R .  cf  is much 
more strongly dependent on   than on either /u pE E  or /o iR R  since   may easily 
vary by orders of magnitude through changes in material permeability or geometry.  
Therefore, as with the solid cylinder, 1/cf  . 
 
 
Figure 6: Dependence of cf   on /u pE E  for various ratios of /o iR R  for hollow cylinders loaded 
axially. 
 
As with the maximum damping of a solid cylinder, maxtan  for a hollow cylinder is a 
function only of  /u pE E  if we assume 0.2p  .  Therefore, as it is independent of 
geometry, maxtan  for a hollow cylinder may be expressed according to Eq. (52). 
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3.2.3. Approximate form of loss tangent 
The approximate form for tan   shown in Eqs. (46) through (48) may be derived by first 
recognizing that the large s  form of function ( )g s  shown in Eq. (43) may be 
approximated as 
 
3 3
( )
2
sg s
s C s C
    , (58)
since the ratio of the modified Bessel functions approaches unity as s  .  The limit of 
Eq. (43) as 0s   is 1 .  Inspection of Eq. (58) reveals that by replacing s with 4s  , 
the limit of the approximate function will also approach 1  as 0s  .  The quality of 
the agreement between the approximate function (Eq. (58)) and the exact function (Eq. 
(43)) at  large s  is not affected by the substitution since the large value for s  will 
dominate the square root terms. Figure 7 shows the exact ( )g s  along with the large s  
approximation (Eq. (58)) and the large s  approximation with s replaced with 4s   
(“Large s shifted”).  The exact small s  and large s  limits are achieved as well as a 
good overall fit over the full range of s .  
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Figure 7: Approximation of ( )g s  according to Eq. (58) with and without s replaced by 4s   (“Large s 
shifted”).  
 
Substituting the approximate ( )g s  from Eq. (58) (with s  replaced with 4s  ) into Eq. 
(42) results in an approximation of the transformed retardation function as  
   32( ) 4 4 2s s s C s      . (59) 
By adding two additional fit coefficients, 1m  and 2m , a very close fit is able to be 
obtained to both the solid cylinder ( )s  and the hollow cylinder ( )s  for any /o iR R .  
The final approximate transformed retardation function is  
 
 1 3
2
2( )
4 4 2
m
s
ss C s
m
         
, (60) 
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where 1m  and 2m  are listed in Table 1 for a solid cylinder, and expressed in Eq. (55) for 
hollow cylinders.  Figure 8 shows ( )s s  for both solid and hollow cylinders of various 
/o iR R  fit to Eq. (60) multiplied by s .  
 
 
Figure 8: ( )s s  data fit with approximate function shown in Eq. (60) for a solid cylinder and hollow 
cylinders with /o iR R  of 1.001, 1.01, 1.1, 5, 10, and 100. 
 
3.2.4. Viscoelastic skeleton 
The preceding section considered the poromechanical damping of a material with an 
elastic skeleton.  It is well known that the solid matrix of hydrated cement paste is 
viscoelastic; primarily the calcium silicate hydrate phase [134].  Therefore, hydraulic 
damping associated with fluid flow within the pore network only accounts for a portion 
of the actual damping of saturated cementitious materials.  To determine the appropriate 
method to separate the inherent, viscoelastic damping due to the solid skeleton from the 
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poromechanical effect, it is necessary to derive the solution for the solid and hollow 
cylinders considering a viscoelastic skeleton.  The viscoelastic solution may be 
determined analytically utilizing the elastic-viscoelastic correspondence principle 
(elastic-viscoelastic analogy) [135], which has been previously applied to poroelastic 
models to account for viscoelastic material skeletons [40, 136].  
 
The Laplace transform of the governing equations for either viscoelastic or 
poroviscoelastic material behavior often simplify to the same form as the elastic 
equations, allowing elastic solutions to be utilized to solve many poroviscoelastic 
problems.  For the present problem, two simplifying assumptions will be made.  First, it 
will be assumed that ( )p pt   is constant with time.  This simplifying assumption 
implies that the time functions for both the deviatoric ( pG ) and dilatational properties of 
the porous body are identical such that  
 .
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   .
, (61) 
where ( )t  is the relaxation function, which has the limits of 
 
Final
( 0) 1
( ) 0
where 0 1
t
t



 
 
 
. (62) 
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In general, for most solid materials the rate of shear creep/relaxation is much more rapid 
than for volumetric creep/relaxation.  However, for porous materials with a random pore 
distribution, it is plausible that any applied stress to the external surface will result in a 
combination of dilatational and deviatoric stresses on the solid microstructure of the 
material.  The result of the microstructural mixed stress state regardless of the external 
stress state is that the creep/relaxation rate is independent of the type of external stresses 
applied [40, 42]. Based on Eq. (61), it will be assumed that a single relaxation function 
( )t  may be used to model both uniaxial and dilatational relaxation. 
 
The second important simplification made is that the viscoelastic relaxation of sK  is 
assumed to be negligible over the time scale of interest for the oscillatory loading in our 
present damping problem.  Unlike the properties of the porous body, the properties of 
the solid phase of the material are expected to exhibit very slow dilatational 
creep/relaxation relative to the shear creep/relaxation.  Long-term hydrostatic pressure 
experiments on hydrated Portland cement paste indicate that the time dependency of sK  
is minimal even over a period of several days [63].  
 
The Laplace transform of the volumetric strain for a poroviscoelastic cylinder under 
uniaxial loading is 
 App
( ) ( )
3
z
p s p s p s p
p p p p p u p u
K s K K s K K s K K s
               . (63) 
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The inverse of the transformed viscoelastic Biot’s modulus is 
 1 1
L s sM s K K K
       
, (64) 
where 
 
1 p
s
K
s K
   . (65) 
The partial differential equation for the pore fluid pressure may now be written as 
 2
1 1 ( )( )
L
k p us s s p u u
M R u u u
  
             , (66) 
while the transformed axial strain is 
 
3
z
z
p p
s p
E s K s
    . (67) 
Solving Eq. (66) and substituting ( )p u  into Eq. (31) yields the solution for the average 
transformed pressure p .  Substituting p  into Eq. (67) allows us to express the 
transformed poroviscoelastic axial strain as 
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L sz
z z L s p L p s
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K Kh s K K K K K K s
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, (68) 
where 
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and 
     6 1s p s L s pC K K K s K K K s       . (71) 
The poromechanical relaxation time is 2p L pR kK   .  For a step application of 
stress, the limits of the axial strain are 
 AppInitial ( 0 )
z
z
u
t
E
    (72) 
and 
 AppFinal
Final
( ) zz
p
t
E
   . (73) 
For the initial strain immediately after the application of load, it is assumed that no 
viscoelastic relaxation of the porous body has occurred, and no pore fluid pressure decay 
has occurred due to fluid flow within the pore network.  For the final strain, the Young’s 
modulus of the porous body has fully relaxed and the pore fluid pressure has fully 
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decayed.  From Eqs. (68) - (73), we can determine an overall compliance ( )pv s  which 
includes both inherent viscoelastic and poromechanical effects by solving 
  Initial Final Initial ( )zz z z vp ss
       (74) 
for ( )pv s  to obtain 
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The uniaxial viscoelastic compliance may then be determined according to 
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 (76) 
and subsequently the uniaxial viscoelastic Young’s modulus as 
 2
1( )
( )pv pv
E s
s J s
 . (77) 
A relaxation function considering both inherent viscoelastic and poromechanical 
relaxation may be determined as 
 Final
Final
( )
( ) pv ppv
u p
sE s E
s
sE sE
 
  . (78) 
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To examine the effect of the viscoelastic relaxation of the porous body on the overall 
relaxation function, we consider a simple case where the relaxation function is that of a 
simple anelastic material.  In that case, the viscoelastic relaxation function is 
   /Final Final( ) 1 vtv t e        (79) 
such that 
 Final Final
1( )
1/v v
s
s s
  
  . (80) 
For demonstration purposes, consider the case where 1v  , 1p  , Final 0.9  , and all 
other material properties are typical of a cementitious material.  Figure 9 shows the 
elastic relaxation function (relaxation due to poromechanical effect only), the relaxation 
function for the viscoelastic porous body (no poromechanical effect), and the relaxation 
function considering both viscoelastic and poromechanical relaxation.  The elastic 
relaxation and poroviscoelastic relaxation functions were determined in the time domain 
through numerical inversion of the transformed functions using the Stehfest algorithm 
[137].  The proximity of pv  to either v  or p  in Figure 9 is a function of Final1/  
versus the ratio of /u pE E , which are measures of the magnitude of total relaxation 
possible for inherent viscoelastic and poromechanical relaxation, respectively.  If Final1/  
is large versus /u pE E , then most of the relaxation of pv  is due to inherent viscoelastic 
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relaxation.  If Final1/  is small versus /u pE E , then the majority of the relaxation of pv  
is due to fluid flow within the pore network.  
 
Figure 9: Relaxation functions for a poroviscoelastic cylinder ( pv ), a viscoelastic cylinder ( v ), and a 
poromechanical cylinder ( p ). 
 
For a viscoelastic, poromechanical, or poroviscoelastic cylinder loaded axially, the tan   
can be determined by using the relaxation functions to determine the complex Young’s 
modulus, then substituting into Eqs. (2) and (5).  Figure 10 plots tan   for each of the 
three cases assuming typical material values for a cementitious material, and 
Final 0.97  .  In addition, the superposition of the poromechanical and the viscoelastic 
tan   is plotted.  From the agreement between the tan   for the poroviscoelastic 
material and the superposed tan  , it is evident that one can determine the damping of a 
poroviscoelastic cylinder loaded axially by simply summing the poroelastic tan   and 
the tan   associated with the inherent viscoelasticity of the porous body.  This finding 
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greatly simplifies poroviscoelastic analysis in the case of uniaxially loaded cylinders; 
future efforts are needed to determine if the superposition of inherent viscoelastic and 
poroelastic damping holds for other specimen and loading geometries. 
 
 
Figure 10: Superposition of poromechanical and inherent viscoelastic damping agrees with actual 
poroviscoelastic damping as determined from Eqs.(2),(5), and (77). 
 
3.2.5. Optimizing poromechanical damping 
A primary objective of deriving approximate closed-form functions for poroelastic and 
poroviscoelastic damping of a uniaxial solid and hollow cylinder is to assist in the design 
process for optimizing damping frequency and magnitude.  As shown in the previous 
section, the inherent viscoelastic damping of the skeleton can be superposed on the 
poromechanical damping.  Therefore, the optimization of inherent viscoelastic damping 
can be handled in a straightforward fashion separately from the optimization of the 
poromechanical damping.  For an exercise in optimizing poromechanical damping, 
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consider for simplicity the case of a solid cylinder; in this case, the critical frequency cf  
is expressed by Eq. (50) and maxtan  is expressed according to Eq. (52).  For optimizing 
the critical frequency, the strong dependence of cf  on   means that changes in   will 
be most effective at achieving large changes in cf .  If geometry is specified,   can most 
easily be modified by changing fluid viscosity (which can vary over a few orders of 
magnitude when comparing various fluids) or by changing material permeability.  As 
changing pore fluid is not likely to be a simple task, changing material permeability is 
likely to be the most effective means to control cf .  As shown by Grasley [63], changing 
a cementitious material porosity by only about 5% can result in an order of magnitude 
change in permeability, k.   
 
To optimize maxtan , it is useful to modify Eq. (52) such that uE  (which is a combined 
property dependent on the stiffness of the fluid, solid phase, and porous body) is 
rewritten in terms of individual material properties that can be controlled during design 
and fabrication.  pE  can also be expressed in terms of p  (assumed to be 0.2) and pK  
using moduli interrelations, and we can write pK  in terms of the pore volume fraction 
  and sK  according to [38] 
 2(1 )p sK K   . (81) 
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Figure 11 illustrates the dependence of maxtan  on   and LK  assuming typical values 
of a cementitious material for both sK  and p .  It is clear from the figure that having a 
higher porosity and a larger bulk modulus of the pore fluid increases maxtan .  As 
porosity increases, the ratio /p LK K  decreases; the result is that a larger percentage of 
the stress is initially carried by the fluid (at 0t  ).  The amount of stress transferred 
from fluid phase to the porous body due to viscous fluid flow directly influences the 
poromechanical damping capacity. 
 
 
Figure 11: Sensitivity of maxtan  to   and LK  (in GPa) assuming 45sK   GPa [39, 40]  and 
0.2p  .  
 
It is likely that replacing the mix water in the pores of hydrated cementitious materials 
with an alternative fluid with a higher LK  (such as glycerol), as suggested in Figure 11, 
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would be difficult.  However, a practical lesson from Figure 11 is that entrapped air 
bubbles in the pore fluid must be avoided.  Entrapped air voids are likely to significantly 
reduce the effective pore fluid bulk modulus due to the high compressibility of the 
gaseous phase.  For design purposes, to optimize maxtan  one must increase the 
interconnected pore volume fraction.  For cementitious materials, this can easily be 
achieved in practice by controlling aggregate gradation and paste fraction.  The 
challenge will be to optimize the pore volume fraction for damping while at the same 
time controlling the permeability to achieve the optimum cf ; this will require optimizing 
the pore size distribution and interconnectivity in addition to the overall pore volume 
fraction. 
 
3.3. Mechanical energy dissipation-viscoelastic inclusions 
Over the past 50 years, substantial effort has been put toward defining bounds on the 
mechanical constitutive properties of composite materials.  In the past, researchers (see 
e.g. [138]) have simply utilized the elastic-viscoelastic correspondence principle [135] to 
generate bounds on the complex moduli of isotropic two-phase composites. Using this 
approach, one would start with bounds for the elastic properties of composites comprised 
of elastic constituents (e.g. Hashin-Shtrikman [139] or Reuss-Voigt [140] bounds), then 
transform them into the frequency domain.  However, as pointed out by Gibiansky et al. 
[141, 142], these are not the best (i.e. most restrictive) bounds one can attain.  Gibiansky 
et al. devised a method for constructing bounds on complex moduli by using variational 
principles considering directly phases with complex constitutive functions.  Their 
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approach involves replicating the variational methods used to derive the Hashin-
Shtrikman and Reuss–Voigt bounds, but in the complex domain. 
 
For a 3-D problem considering an isotropic composite, Hashin-Shtrikman and Reuss -
Voigt bounds of the composite bulk modulus needed for computation of complex 
viscoelastic bounds are given as a function of frequency f  as 
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 1 1 2 2( ) ( ) ( )aK f V K f V K f  , and (84) 
 1 1 11 1 2 2( ) ( ) ( )hK f V K f V K f
    , (85) 
where  jV  is the volume fraction of constituent j . Subscripts 1j   denotes properties 
of the inclusions and 2j   denotes properties of the cement paste matrix, 1*( )K f  is the 
Hashin-Shtrikman upper bound, 2*( )K f  is the Hashin-Shtrikman lower bound, ( )hK f  
is the Reuss bound, and ( )aK f  is the Voigt bound. The composite viscoelastic moduli 
bounds expressed in the complex plane can be described by arcs expressed in the form of 
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        , (86) 
where K is the complex viscoelastic bulk moduli bound, and   is a real number that 
varies from 0 to 1. The subscripts a , b , and c  denote the complex bulk moduli values. 
For the 3-D case, the bounds are enclosed by the following combinations of complex 
moduli values:  1* 2* 1( ), ( ), ( )K K f K f K f ,  1* 2* 2( ), ( ), ( )K K f K f K f , 
 1* 2*( ), ( ), ( )aK K f K f K f , and  1* 2*( ), ( ), ( )hK K f K f K f . ( )K   at each frequency 
for the three bounds may be computed by varying   between 0-1 for each of the 
bounds. 
 
Necessary inputs for using the method above to construct bounds on the composite K  
include the viscoelastic bulk moduli of the inclusions and the matrix.  For both the 
inclusions and the matrix, the viscoelastic bulk modulus was determined from the 
viscoelastic Young’s modulus according to 
 1( ) ( )
3(1 2 )j jj
K t E t  , (87) 
where j  is the Poisson’s ratio of material j  and   denotes a convolution operation.  
Furthermore, we approximate that the Poisson’s ratio is time independent and equal to 
the instantaneous elastic value.  A value of 1 0.499   was used for the rubber and 
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2 0.2   for cement paste [143-145].  Eq. (87) can then be expressed in the frequency 
domain as 
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* ( )( )
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j
j
E
K
   , (88) 
where 2 f   is the angular frequency.  The complex Young’s modulus for material 
j  may be determined from the time dependent function according to 
 * ( ) ( )j jE sE s  , (89) 
where the overhead bar denotes a Laplace transformed time dependent function and 
is   is the transform variable.  For both the crumb rubber and the cement paste, the 
viscoelastic Young’s modulus in the time domain was expressed via a Prony series as 
   
1
( ) exp /
n
i i
j j j j
i
E t E E t 

   , (90) 
where jE
  is the fully relaxed uniaxial (i.e. at t   ) stiffness, ijE  are the internal 
variables, and ij  are the relaxation times associated with each ijE .  A fourteen term 
Prony series was utilized for the rubber, with values taken from Wu and Liechti [146], 
who fitted the measured viscoelastic properties of a silica-filled ethylene propylene diene 
Monomer (M-class) rubber (EPDM).  For the cement paste, a three term model was fit to 
the measured damping of plain cement paste specimens, with the constraint that 
1 2
2 2 2 2 18 GPa
elE E E E     , where 2elE  is the instantaneous elastic Young’s modulus 
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of the cement paste.  The best fit parameters were determined to be 2 17.1 GPaE
  , 
1
2 0.7 GPaE  , 22 0.2 GPaE  , 12 10 s  , and 22 100 s  . 
 
By approximating the Poisson’s ratio of the composite as frequency (time) independent, 
one finds that the bounds of uniaxial mechanical damping may be expressed with tan( )
of the bulk modulus ( )K  according to 
 
 
 max,min
Im ( )
tan( )
Re ( )
K
K
  , (91) 
where the maximum and minimum values of tan( )  were selected as upper and lower 
bounds, respectively, from a table of tan( )  with calculated values of ( )K   (complex) 
of the 4 combinations of complex moduli values listed previously and varying   
between 0 and 1 at each frequency. 
 
3.4. Electrical energy dissipation-complex permittivity 
Dielectric materials conduct charges poorly, and polarize in the presence of an electric 
field. The charges within a dielectric material do not move freely under an applied 
electric field. Instead, the charges polarize; align with the field polarity such as that 
found in the case of a parallel plate capacitor. The ability for the material to polarize is 
defined as the relative permittivity of the material. Relative permittivity is often referred 
to as dielectric constant in the literature. The term complex permittivity will be used in 
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the rest of this document, which quantifies the relative permittivity r  as a function of 
the dielectric response of the different materials within the cementitious composite that 
may or may not contain an imaginary component. 
 
Consider a parallel plate capacitor where the charges accumulate on each side of the 
plates under an applied electric field, in which the electrical energy is stored. When a 
dielectric material is inserted between the plates, the charges within the material 
polarize. Charges in a dielectric material require a finite amount of time to reorient to the 
direction of an applied electric field. At microwave frequencies, molecules such as water 
cannot align to the externally applied electric field quickly, due to viscous friction losses 
from neighboring molecules. This delay causes dissipation in electrical energy from the 
electric field. Typically, the relaxation times of fluids are normally many orders of 
magnitude larger than that observed in mechanical stress relaxation. For water, the 
relaxation time is in the order of picoseconds, whereas for viscoelastic materials such as 
polymeric materials, the relaxation time is many orders of magnitude above dielectric 
relaxation of molecules. This time dependent response can be represented with empirical 
models such as the classical Debye model [147]. 
 
3.4.1. GPR theory of operation 
Consider a linearly polarized plane EM wave sent by a transmitting antenna (incident 
wave) down to the surface layer of concrete. A part of the EM wave is transmitted into 
the concrete from refraction and the rest is reflected on the surface due to an impedance 
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where z is the location from the origin,t is the time, 0Eˆ is half of the magnitude of the 
wave,  is the attenuation factor, and  is the phase coefficient. In a no-loss propagation 
medium such as air,   and   is given as 
 0 0r r r           , (93)  
where 0  is the magnetic permeability of free space in (units in Newton Ampere-2), r is 
the relative magnetic permeability of a material. For non-magnetic materials, 1r  . The 
ratio of the magnitude of the incident wave and reflected wave is the reflection 
coefficient given as 
 1 212
1 2
n n
n n
   , (94) 
where n  is the refractive index a particular layer, and the subscripts 1 and 2 denote the 
air and concrete layers (i.e. air and concrete), respectively. n  is defined by 
 r rn    (95) 
Since air and concrete are non-magnetic, and we assume that the bedrock layer is non-
magnetic, the refractive indices are given as 
 1 1r airn     (96) 
 *2 ( ) ( ) ' i ( )"r conc r rn          (97) 
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The reflection coefficient of a boundary for can thus be rewritten as [148] 
 12
1 ( ) ' i ( )"
1 ( ) ' i ( )"
r r
r r
       
    . (98) 
Note that the reflection coefficient is complex, due to one of the layers having a complex 
permittivity.  Since the GPR operates by measuring the time and magnitude of the 
reflected wave, the time and magnitude of the arriving wave pulse will change as a 
function of both the real and imaginary part of complex permittivity. In short, the ratio of 
the magnitude of the incident and reflected wave represents the complex permittivity in 
imperfect dielectrics such as concrete. Using the magnitude of the incident and reflected 
wave to compute a complex permittivity with no loss parts will lead to an overprediction 
of real part of relative complex permittivity. 
 
In reality, if the EM wave does not entirely dissipate, the refracted wave through the 
concrete/air interface can be captured by an antenna and recorded in time domain. Two 
phenomena occur during this time: attenuation of EM power and decrease in EM phase 
velocity in the reflected wave from the second interface. The assumption of perfect 
dielectric layers means that no attenuation occurs since the EM wave energy is stored 
and released as the EM wave propagates without losses from conductor or dipolar 
reorientation. The refracted wave in the concrete/bedrock layer due to an imperfect 
dielectric will therefore have a smaller magnitude. In the case where the waveform is not 
completely dissipated in the concrete, the ratio of the incident wave within the concrete 
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and from the reflected wave on the concrete/bedrock surface cannot be used to compute 
the dielectric constant of the bedrock layer. Doing so will lead to an erroneous complex 
permittivity of the bedrock layer, and any determination of thickness will have errors 
due to the assumption. In both cases, no information is given about the imaginary part of 
the concrete with TDR. If there is a perfect conductor behind the concrete where the 
incident wave is completely reflected at the interface between concrete and the 
conductor, the decrease in amplitude of the EM wave can be used to compute the 
imaginary part of the complex permittivity in concrete. Despite ample evidence of 
dielectric relaxation of nanoporous, saturated media being strongly affected by the pore 
structure, the GPR systems evaluated in this research can only determine magnitude of 
complex permittivity on the surface, and not the individual real and imaginary parts. 
 
3.4.2. Composite constituents and relaxation mechanisms 
To utilize the derived bounds, cement pastes of different w/c ratios were first modeled 
with known porosities (invariant with frequency) and compare with the measurement 
results. Consider a case of a saturated cement paste. An illustration is shown previously 
in Figure 3. The simplest assumption consists of a cementitious matrix containing only 
water and solids, with no geometrical effect on its dielectric properties.  Then we 
examine the case of a three phase composite where the geometrical effects on the 
dielectric properties of water are considered, namely a distinct separation between 
confined water and bulk water. The experimental data will be compared to the bounds 
and an effective medium theory model will be used to determine the properties of the 
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additional phase (confined water and any interfacial polarization effects). Lastly, the 
moisture content in a partially saturated case will be modeled as a 4 phase composite 
consisting of air, in addition to solid and water subject to various levels of geometric 
confinement. The complex permittivity of water used in the model is shown graphically 
in Figure 2. The solid was assumed to be the oven-dried complex permittivity of the 
specimens ( 6r  ), and the air has a relative permittivity of 1r  . 
 
3.4.3. Modeling of complex permittivity and moisture content 
Let us begin the discussion first on the pore structure of the cement paste. The pore 
structure of porous materials such as cement paste can be characterized by its sorption 
isotherm. In this research, desorption isotherms were used to characterize the pore 
structure by mass loss. Pore sizes can be determined from sorption isotherms [149]. The 
desorption isotherm fit function used in this research is 
 1 2
1 1ln 1 ln
100( )
RH
m mS RH e
            , (99) 
where 1m  and 2m  are fitting parameters that will differ from different specimens. 
Without information about the desorption isotherms, the moisture content of the 
specimens conditioned at different RH levels cannot be quantified. 
 
As mentioned in previous sections, composite properties of the cement paste depend on 
the properties of the relative/complex permittivity of the individual phases. The problem 
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of determining effective properties of a medium is the problem of homogenization of 
partial differential equations, which considers well separated but different length scales 
in order to obtain an effective tensor for the constitutive properties of the composite in 
the bulk scale. Homogenization requires knowledge of the microstructure, can be 
numerically intensive and both of the aforementioned limitations are not considered in 
this research. Here we instead seek the bounds and models of the effective tensors with 
known or inversely determine/backcalculated properties in each of the composite 
constituent phases, either to validate experimental results in the case of composite 
viscoelastic properties of rubber-filled cement paste, or gain insights into relations 
between microstructure of cement paste in relation to complex permittivity. Equations 
for composite complex permittivity bounds for a two phrase and three phase materials 
will be presented. 
 
The bounds for real-valued tensors have been derived by Reuss-Voigt [140] , and more 
restrictive bounds were derived by Hashin and Shtrikman [139] by solving for the 
composite constitutive property in an assembly of coated spheres, provided the spheres 
do not disturb the surrounding field and that the constitutive property of the phases are 
positive and real. The bounds are subsequently derived by Hashin-Shtrikman variational 
principles. All of these derivations assume that the external applied stimulant/field is 
static in nature. It is noted that in the literature, bounds were derived for conductivity 
tensors and various other constitutive properties. All of which are completely analogous 
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to effective complex permittivity and as such, the bounds can also be applied to effective 
complex permittivity problems. 
 
As mentioned in the background section, complex permittivity represents the response of  
dielectric materials with a lossy part. To find the bounds of a composite complex 
effective tensor, several researchers have developed variational principles by 
transforming the frequency domain Dˆ  and Eˆ  (complex). Lossy constituents represented 
by complex permittivity contain positive values for the imaginary part, and when the 
imaginary part of the composite is positive definite, variational principle [141] can be 
applied. This method was used to derive bounds for a two phase complex bulk modulus. 
Analytic methods can also give tight bounds in the complex plane and have been used to 
derive complex permittivity by Bergman [150] for a two phase material. Finally, for a 
three phase complex composite material, the field equation recursion method [151] was 
used to bound the composite complex permittivity. 
 
Before considering the more complicated cases, let us assume for a completely saturated 
cementitious matrix with water and the hydrated cement matrix with relative complex 
permittivities of * ( )bw  and * ( )cem  , respectively. Individual phases in the hydrated 
cement paste are not expected to have drastically different values of complex 
permittivity. In fact, most of the solid phases have high resistivity and negligible dipolar 
losses. This means that solid parts of the hydrated cement paste has a relative 
permittivity instead of complex permittivity. Water within the pore space is assumed to 
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behave like bulk water. Complex variables in terms of the complex permittivity of 
composite constituent phases and effective composite complex permittivity are defined 
as [150] 
 
*
* *
( )( )
( ) ( )
cem
cem bw
s        , (100) 
and 
 
* *
*
( ) ( )
( ( ))
( )
cem eff
cem
F s
     
 , (101) 
where * ( )eff   is the effective complex permittivity of the composite. For a two phase 
isotropic composite with known volume fractions (from porosity) and complex 
permittivity, the bounds in ( )F s were derived with the analytic method and they are 
given as 
 01
0
( ( ) )( ) 1( )( ( ) (1 ))
s sF
s s s
d
 
  

  
, (102) 
and 
 02
0 0
( ( ) )( ) 1 ( 1)( ( ) )( ( ) (1 )) (1 )(1 )
s sF ds s s s
d d
 
   
      
, (103) 
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where d is the dimension of the system (in this case, 3d   for a 3D system), 0s  is a 
variable that defines the bound, and  is the porosity. For 1F , 0 ( 1)0 ds d
  and for 2F , 
0
( 1) 1d s
d
   . Bounds on the effective composite permittivity can be found by solving 
Eq. (102) and Eq. (103) for * ( )eff  . 
 
The two phase model presented completely neglects the change in dynamic properties of 
water that arises when water is under geometric confinement in nanoscale pores, as 
mentioned in the literature review. This geometrical confinement fact is well 
documented in the literature. With this consideration in mind, a model is presented 
where the pore water in the cement paste is separated into two phases, and we define the 
additional phase as confined water plus interfacial polarization, with an associated 
complex permittivity * ( )cw  . The bounds were derived with the field recursion method 
described by Milton [151] and given as 
 (1 )1
Im ImIm ( ) ( )
bw bw
cem cemcem
cem cw cem bwcem eff
p p 
 
      
                  
 (104) 
 1
( ) ( )( ) Im ImIm ( ) ( ) ( )( )
bw
cw cwcw
cw bw cw cemcw eff
p 
    
        
                  
 (105) 
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  
1 2 3
2
1 2 3
2 2 2
1 2 3
( ) ( ) ( )
cos( ) sin( ) (cos( ) sin( ))
( ) ( )cos ( ) sin ( ) (cos( ) sin( ))
eff cw bw cem
cw bw cem
f f f
f f f
f f f
      
   
       
   
  
  
 (106) 
where the parameter  describes the bounds and varies from 0 to 2π, 1 (1 )bwf p  , 
2 bwf p  3f  , and bwp  is a new dimensionless variable that represents the volume 
fraction of bulk water within the water in the pore space. Permittivity of the individual 
components can be frequency dependent. The reader is directed to [151] for a thorough 
review of the theory and derivation of the bounds. 
 
In some cases, the bounds given in the previous sections are not useful for modeling 
purposes, due to the bounds themselves being overly broad, such as the bounds given in 
the three phase composite case.  Maxwell-Wagner effects typically occur in frequencies 
orders of magnitude lower than the microwave frequencies used in this research [117, 
152, 153]. It is assumed that interfacial polarization typically occurs at a much lower 
frequency (~1MHz), and thus it is neglected in the modeling since the frequency range 
examined in this research is much higher. To model moisture content of hardened 
cement paste, the Bruggeman formula [154] was used. 
 
1
0
2
m
i eff
i
i i eff
f
 
 
   (107) 
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where m  is the number of phases in the composite. For 3m   (three phase composite), 
Eq. (107) is written as 
 1 2 3 02 2 2
bw eff cw eff cem eff
bw eff cw eff cem eff
f f f
     
     
        (108) 
For 4m  (four phase composite), Eq. (107) is written as 
 ' ' ' '1 2 3 4 02 2 2 2
bw eff cw eff cem eff air eff
bw eff cw eff cem eff air eff
f f f f
       
       
           (109) 
'
if is used to denote that the previously given formulations of if  are different. S  is 
introduced to denote the state of saturation of the pore space, where '1 (1 )bwf S p  , 
'
2 bwf S p , '3 3f f   , and '4 (1 )f S  . bwp  is the percentage of bulk water for 
each of the material determined from desorption isotherms. bwp  used in the model were 
32%, 48% and 64% for the w/c ratios of 0.4, 0.5, and 0.6, respectively. For a fully 
saturated case, 1S   and Eq. (109) is identical to Eq. (108). eff  in Eq. (108) and Eq. 
(109) can be solved analytically. Since the components of a complex eff  have positive 
values for both real and imaginary components, only the positive, real root is the valid 
solution. For a three phase saturated cementitious composite system, complex 
permittivity of confined water cw with respect to frequency was determined from the 
saturated case by setting eff  equal to an experimentally determined complex 
permittivity at a given frequency, and then calculate ( )cw i  , where i  are discrete 
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frequency points. Once ( )cw   is determined, the response eff  as a function of degree 
of saturation can be determined with Eq. (109). 
 
3.4.4. Modeling of complex permittivity and permeability 
The first objective of the modeling described in the previous sections was to determine 
moisture content by determining the confined water ( )cw   and applying a four phase 
composite model that includes the presence of air. However, more information can be 
extracted with this modeling approach. Recall that the determination of the dielectric 
properties required estimation of bwp  and  . In the case where no information is given 
about either parameter, the three phase composite model can be used to determine bwp  
and   by solving Eq. (108) with experimentally measured ( )eff   and cw  from 
cement pastes. Also recall that bwp  was assumed to be the transition of water properties 
from a bulk state to a confined state at 65%RH  . bwp  can be used to fit desorption 
isotherms that will pass through (65%)S  that corresponds to a given bwp . The internal 
pore surface area of the cement paste can be estimated from a sorption isotherm. The 
surface area is given by 
 1 2( , , )12
f
i
r r
a
r r
S r m mS dr
r r



   (110) 
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where aS  is the surface area of the material, r is the pore radius, ir  is the smallest pore 
radius in which transport of water can occur, which is taken as 0.275 nm, and fr  is the 
largest pore radius, which is taken as 2 mm . The term 1 2( , , )S r m m  is obtained from 
Eq.(99)  by converting RH to r with the Kelvin-Laplace equation [155] 
 
2
100
mV
rRTRH e
 , (111) 
where mV  is the molar volume of water,   is the liquid surface tension, T  is the 
temperature in Kelvin, and R  is the universal gas constant. All properties used in the 
model are taken at room temperature. The permeability model [156] used is based on the 
Carman-Kozeny equation and is given as 
 
31
2 a a
k
S

 , (112) 
where a  is the tortuosity of the material. 1.2a   [157] was used to model the 
permeability of porous ceramics For the modeling of cement pastes, 9a   was reported 
by Promentilla et al. using x-ray microtomography [158]. 
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4. EXPERIMENTAL* 
 
4.1. Mechanical damping 
As demonstrated in previous section through modeling, the most practical means to 
control critical poromechanical damping frequency of concrete is to control the concrete 
permeability.  Calculations were performed using the approximate solution for tan( )  
discussed in the previous section while considering experimental restrictions on 
specimen geometry and pore fluid viscosity. From these calculations, a range of 
permeability values were determined that were predicted to yield critical damping 
frequencies within a measurable range (i.e., between 0.01 – 25 Hz).  In order to obtain 
the target permeabilities for the test geometries considered, several approaches were 
considered and will be explored in greater detail in this section. The results from 
experimental quantification of poromechanical damping by laboratory testing will also 
be presented. Fabrication of specimens utilizing foaming agents and open-graded sand 
mortar mixtures were both attempted in an attempt to create the optimum permeability 
for a given specimen geometry. 
 
There were several unsuccessful attempts to create a cementitious material with an 
optimum permeability. Foam agents have been used in the concrete industry to create 
                                                 
* Part of this chapter is reprinted with permission from 
C. Leung, Z. Grasley, Poromechanical damping of cementitious materials. 24 (2012) J. Mater. Civ. Eng., 
232–238, Copyright 2012 American Society of Civil Engineers. 
C. Leung, Z. Grasley, Effect of micrometric and nanometric viscoelatic inclusions on mechanical damping 
behavior of cementitious composites. 35 (2012) Const. Build. Mater., 444-451. Copyright 2012 Elsevier. 
Z. Grasley, C. Leung, Quasi-static axial damping of poroviscoelastic cylinders. 137 (2011) J. Eng. Mech., 
561-570, Copyright 2011 American Society of Civil Engineers. 
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lightweight concrete. In this research, foaming agents were first used in mortar in an 
attempt to create a high permeability mixture. The flow distance is effectively shortened 
by voids created by a stable foaming agent in the mixture. While the test mixtures 
created were stable, the permeability reduction was negligible at addition levels where 
the mortar mixture still retained acceptable strength. This was due to the fact that 
foaming agents create discrete voids that are surrounded by mortar. As the amount of 
foaming agent in the mortar increased past a certain threshold (~40-50% addition by 
volume), the permeability of the mixture increased by many orders of magnitude. The 
magnitude of permeability was hard to control and the resulting mixture was too weak 
and too permeable for damping measurements.  
 
Ultimately, a cement paste with a w/cm higher than a typical level and pervious mortars 
were produced.  Pervious concrete (or mortar) is concrete designed with a largely 
interconnected macropore structure that allows relatively rapid flow of liquid through the 
pore network.  The permeability of pervious concrete may be as high as 10-8 m2 [55], 
whereas for normal concrete, the permeability for high w/cm concretes range from 10-17 
to 10-18 m2  [159]. The high permeability of pervious concrete allows for much higher 
pore fluid velocity than normal concrete, and may also improve the ability to saturate the 
material.  Mixture proportions for all materials are listed in Table 2. 
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Table 2: Mixture designs and measured   and pE .  All mixtures used high range water reducer except 
Mixture 1, which used a viscosity reducing admixture. 
Mix. 
# Gradation 
Cement 
(mass %) 
Water 
(mass %) 
Fine agg. 
(mass %) 
Admixture 
(mass %) w/cm 

(%) 
pE
(GPa) 
1 N/A 58.42% 40.90%  0.68% 0.711 57 1.7 
2 #50 17.06% 5.74% 77.06% 0.14% 0.345 21 12.1 3 #50 16.03% 5.73% 78.04% 0.20% 0.370 
4 #80 27.67% 8.37% 63.67% 0.28% 0.312 
9 11.3 5 #80 27.81% 8.31% 63.11% 0.77% 0.326 
6 #80 27.44% 8.17% 63.63% 0.76% 0.325 
7 #100 27.51% 8.58% 63.73% 0.19% 0.318 17 8.9 8 #100 28.73% 8.96% 62.03% 0.28% 0.321 
9 #140 29.59% 9.01% 60.85% 0.55% 0.323 19 9.0 
 
In order to utilize a radial flow-through permeameter [43, 160] measurements, a hollow 
cylindrical configuration was chosen for the test specimens.  The diameters of the 
specimens were necessarily quite small due to the limited force capacity of the actuator 
used for creating sinusoidal loads. All mixtures were prepared in accordance with ASTM 
C305.  Minor modifications in the preparation procedures will be noted in the following 
subsections. 
 
4.1.1. Specimen fabrication-poromechanical 
Viscosity modifying admixture (VMA) was added during mixing to reduce segregation 
of the fresh cement paste. A polyethylene tube was used as the mold. The mold was 
sealed on one side with a plastic cap that had a pre-fabricated hole. A drinking straw was 
placed through the caps to act as a mold for the inner hole of the hollow cylinder. Fresh 
pastes were poured slowly into the mold on the side. Most of the entrapped air was 
removed by gently tapping and vibrating the mold during placement of fresh cement 
paste. The assemblies were covered with an identical plastic cap (prefabricated hole, 
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straw goes through the hole to ensure that the inner hole of each of the specimen is 
concentric to the cylindrical specimens. The specimens were then sealed with plastic 
tape and placed on rotating rollers (1 revolution per minute) to prevent segregation of the 
material in the mold.  After 24 hours, specimens were removed from the molds and 
placed in 23 C water to ensure saturation. Mixture 1 specimens had an outer diameter of 
27.9 mm and inner diameter of 6.0 mm, and lengths ranging from 40 to 55 mm. The 
exact length of each specimen were measured with calipers and recorded. 
 
Pervious mortars consist of cement paste coating an aggregate structure comprised of 
relatively uniformly sized particles.  To cast the pervious mortars, superplasticizer/water 
reducer admixture was added into mix water. Cement was added into the water 
containing the admixture and thoroughly mixed. Next, the aggregate was added 
sequentially to ensure most of the individual particles were evenly coated with cement 
paste.  The pervious mortar mixtures used silica sand aggregate that was carefully sieved 
such that 99.5% of the material was retained on the sieve number indicated in Table 2.  
The damping specimens were fabricated by using a mold assembly, which consisted of a 
polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) tube and a metal centering piece with an axially aligned 
metal rod in the center (to create a hollow cylinder specimen). The centering piece was 
inserted into a round PTFE tube to create the mold assembly. The fresh mortar was 
added into the assembly and the material was compacted by hammering a metal spacer 
(already slipped into the assembly) on the top of the fresh mortar mix in the assembly. 
The spacer was designed to fit into the PTFE mold tube and keep the metal rod on 
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used to fabricate larger diameter specimens ( 25.4 mmoR  , 4.7 mmiR  ). The length 
of each specimen ranged from 60-70 mm, with the exact length measured using calipers. 
 
4.1.2. Specimen fabrication-viscoelastic and nano inclusions 
The same type of cement was used to fabricate viscoelastic inclusion specimens. Plain 
cement paste control specimens were fabricated to create a baseline for comparing to 
damping of cement paste with viscoelastic inclusions. Mixing procedures for the control 
specimens follow ASTM C305.  Specimens with water to cement mass ratios (w/cm) of 
0.32 and 0.37 were fabricated. For the macro viscoelastic inclusions, control batches of 
cementitious-crumb rubber specimens (no acid treatment) and cementitious-crumb 
rubber composites with treated rubber were made for damping testing using crumb 
rubber ground to #40 mesh. The crumb rubber had a measured specific gravity of 0.87.  
Cementitious-crumb rubber composites were made by first thoroughly mixing cement, 
water and superplasticizer. Crumb rubber was added into the cement paste afterwards 
and mixed until consistent. The cement paste-crumb rubber mixture was poured into 
cylinder molds and left to cure in a moist container (relative humidity ≈ 100%). After 
demolding, specimens were removed and the ends were cut with a precision saw. 
 
For acid treatment of crumb rubber, approximately 1500 g of deionized (DI) water was 
dispensed into a flask. Acid(s) were added into the water until the target concentration 
was reached.  The amount of acid and water added was measured by a precision scale.  
The solution was mixed thoroughly to obtain a homogeneous acid-water mixture.  
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Crumb rubber was added to the water/acid solution and mixed using a magnetic mixer. 
Constant mixing is critical as the crumb rubber has a slightly lower density than water 
and floats on top of the solution when not actively mixed. After reaching the target time 
(10 or 30 minutes), the solution was immediately diluted with DI water. Crumb rubber 
was removed by pouring the solution-crumb rubber mixture into a vacuum container that 
allowed the removal of liquid by applying a vacuum. DI water was added into acid 
treated crumb rubber in the vacuum container in order to rinse off any acid residue. The 
rinsing process was repeated several times until the pH of the treated rubber/DI rinsing 
water solution approached neutral, which was checked by testing the rinsed solution with 
pH strips. The rinsed treated crumb rubber was placed in a desiccator to remove any 
remaining water. After water was removed, treated rubber was ready for use and was 
stored in sealed containers prior to be use. 
 
Specimens used for cementitious-crumb rubber, cementitious-CSR and cementitious-
CNF composites had a diameter of 12.7 mm and the length varied between 55mm and 
70mm. The cement paste mixture was poured into round acrylic cylinder molds and left 
to cure. The remaining mixtures were poured into 50.8 mm cube molds for strength 
measurements. After 36 hours, specimens were removed by gently tapping the specimen 
out of the molds. The mix designs by mass used in this research are shown in Table 3. 
The volume fraction of all but one crumb rubber mixed cement paste (both treated and 
untreated) represents 25% by volume of the entire mixture. A mixture of cement paste at 
12% by volume of crumb rubber was also made for comparison purposes. 
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A total of 3 cementitious-CSR composite cubes from each batch and 2 cementitious-
crumb rubber composite cubes from each batch were tested for compressive strength 
according to ASTM C109. For the damping test procedures, the reader can refer to 
Section 4.1.4. The frequencies tested were 0.2, 1, 10, and 25 Hz. Two similar, 
commercially available CSR products were utilized (denoted CSR1 and CSR2).  Both 
CSR had an average particle diameter of 180 nm, and had specific gravities of 0.95 and 
0.96.  Cementitious-CSR composites were made by adding as-received CSR in powder 
form into a water and superplasticizer mixture contained in a beaker. Once the target 
mass was added to the mixture, the CSR powder was stirred into the solution. The 
mixture was mixed for 5 minutes at 5,000 revolutions per minute with a high shear 
mixer manufactured by Ross Corporation. The CSR-water-superplasticizer mixture was 
transferred into a commercial blender. Cement was added into the mixture and mixed 
thoroughly. The mix designs by percentage by mass for treated and untreated crumb 
rubber are shown in Table 3. 
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Table 3: Specimen mixture proportions by percent mass and treatment procedure.  CMR = crumb rubber. 
Mix 
# 
Type of 
inclusion 
Water SP Inclusion Cement w/cm Acid used Treatment time 
(min) 
1 N/A* 23.48 0.76 0 75.76 0.32 
N/A 2 N/A* 26.28 0.73 0 72.99 0.37 3 CMR* 22.53 0.64 12.46 64.37 0.36 
4 CMR* 24.32 0.69 5.50 69.48 0.36 
5 CMR 22.58 0.58 12.24 64.59 0.36 1 M H2SO4 10 
6 CMR 22.91 0.34 12.23 64.32 0.36 3 M HNO3 
10 
7 CMR 22.88 0.36 12.24 64.32 0.36 30 
8 CMR 22.87 0.36 12.44 64.33 0.36 1.5 M 
H2SO4 + 
0.5 M HNO3 
10 
9 CMR 22.92 0.33 12.43 64.33 0.36 30 
* indicates control specimens 
 
Volume fraction occupied by the CSR in the relevant mixtures is between 0.25-19.2%.  
While there are slight differences in w/cm ratio for mixtures 11 and 12 compared to the 
rest of the CSR mix design, it is not expected to affect the damping results. Damping for 
the control specimens (without viscoelastic inclusions) tested in this research at 0.32 and 
0.37 w/cm (Mix 1 and 2) was negligible at the frequencies tested. The mix designs by 
percentage by mass for CSR are shown in Table 4. 
 
Table 4: Specimen mixture proportions by percent mass.  CSR1 = core shelled rubber type 1, CSR2 = core 
shelled rubber type 2. 
Mix # Type of inclusion Water SP Inclusion Cement w/cm 
1 N/A* 23.48 0.76 0 75.76 0.32 
2 N/A* 26.28 0.73 0 72.99 0.37 
10 CSR 1 22.57 0.48 0.11 76.83 0.30 
11 CSR 1 19.78 0.56 4.72 74.94 0.27 
12 CSR 1 19.87 0.53 8.18 71.42 0.29 
13 CSR 2 22.68 0.33 0.08 76.91 0.30 
14 CSR 2 22.47 0.57 0.19 76.77 0.30 
15 CSR 2 21.37 0.59 4.91 73.12 0.30 
16 CSR 2 20.20 0.60 9.68 69.52 0.30 
* indicates control specimens 
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The mixing procedure for CNF specimens is described by the work of Yazdanbakhsh et 
al. [157]. Cement used is the same ASTM Type I cement as the CSR specimens. CNFs 
were vapor grown and had an average diameter of 60-150 nm. The length of CNFs 
varied between 30-100 μm. The only deviation from the procedure is the addition of 
silica fume, which was added to fresh paste after mixing. The silica fume was added in 
order to improve dispersion. Table 5 shows the mix design by mass of the mixtures used 
to fabricate the CNF specimens. 
 
Table 5: Mix designs for specimens containing CNF. SF denotes silica fume and SP denotes 
superplasticizer, respectively. 
 Water (g) Cement (g) SF (g) SP (g) CNF (g) 
M1 (Bad dispersion) 112 280 0 3.84 2.1 
M2 (Good dispersion) 112 220 50 3.84 2.2 
 
4.1.3. Porosity and permeability measurements 
The total porosity of Mixture 1 (the cement paste) was determined with the oven drying 
method [38, 42], since the entire range of porosity was expected to play a role 
contributing to fluid transport and thus poromechanical damping. The pervious mortar 
mixtures have a bimodal porosity distribution (i.e. a “double porosity network” [161]); 
the cement paste coating the aggregates contains a largely nanometric pore size 
distribution, while the inter-aggregate gaps constitutes larger sized pores referred to here 
as macroporosity.  In the modeling of poromechanical damping, it is assumed that only 
the macroporosity contributes to fluid flow at the frequencies of interest.  Therefore, the 
macroporosity for the pervious mortar mixtures was measured rather than total porosity.  
The macroporosity was measured by measuring the masses of saturated specimens and 
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that of specimens dried in an 85% RH environment for 72 hours.  Based on Kelvin’s 
equation and the ambient RH, the macroporosity measurement includes pores with radii 
greater than about 7 nm. 
 
The permeability of each mixture was measured using the radial flow through 
permeameter developed by Jones and Grasley [43, 160].  Plastic NPT fittings were 
attached to each hollow, cylindrical specimen with marine grade epoxy so they could be 
mounted in the permeameter.  Samples were then placed in a vacuum container filled 
with water and attached to a vacuum pump in order to encourage full saturation of the 
macroporosity.  The fully saturated samples were mounted in the radial flow through 
permeameter, where the permeability was determined via precise measurement of the 
amount of fluid passing radially through the specimens, using a precision scale 
connected to a data acquisition system. The external fluid pressure applied to the outer 
radial face of the hollow cylindrical specimens was maintained at a constant level 
between 68-552 kPa, depending on the material being tested. For the larger diameter 
pervious mortar specimens, the flow through permeability was measured utilizing 
glycerin as a pore fluid rather than water in order to keep the fluid velocity low enough 
to maintain laminar flow during the test.  
 
Each of the small diameter specimen batches (Mixtures 2-5 and 7-9) were separated into 
four groups; three specimens from each of the batches were resaturated in a vacuum 
container filled with glycerin/water blends of 65/35 and 90/10, and pure glycerin. The 
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remaining specimens (including the oven dried cement paste) were tested for damping in 
a dry state to assess inherent, non-poromechanical damping properties of the specimens. 
Glycerin was chosen as a pore fluid since it can be readily mixed with water to achieve a 
wide range of viscosities [162]. A medium vacuum (~3.3 kPa) was applied for two hours 
in an attempt to remove any entrapped air from each of the specimens subjected to pore 
fluid resaturation. 
 
4.1.4. Damping and stiffness measurements 
Initially, other types of hydraulic testing machines with higher loading capacities were 
considered. After careful evaluation and consideration, the hydraulic-servo testing 
machines available for use were not able to generate sufficiently clean signals for higher 
frequency loading. The parameters tan( )  and pE  were measured using a Bose 
ElectroForce 3200 testing machine. Figure 14 is an illustration of the testing machine. 
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Figure 14: Bose ElectroForce 3200 testing machine used for uniaxial, sinusoidal loading for determination 
of damping in this research. Testing area is enclosed by a temperature chamber and also serves to isolate 
external vibrations. 
 
This uniaxial test setup sought to achieve a uniform strain field on the cross section of 
the specimen. The authors are aware that end effects exist due to the fact that 
displacement was measured for the entire length of the specimen. However, the end 
effects compared to the entire length of the specimen is expected to be low. Axial load, 
axial displacement, and phase lag were each recorded with respect to time using a PC 
controlled data acquisition system.  Axial load was measured using a built-in, inline load 
cell, while the axial displacement was measured using an externally mounted Eddy 
current displacement transducer with a resolution of 0.145  μm.  The sensor was 
mounted on a custom-fabricated bracket and illustrated in Figure 15. 
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Specimens were sealed with low-density polyethylene wrap prior to the damping tests in 
order to avoid losing pore fluid. A compressive pre-load of 10 N was applied to the 
specimens as part of the damping tests as well as the test for pE . For the measurement of 
pE , a compressive ramp loading of 5 N/sec (up to 290 N) was applied to the dried 
specimens. The damping tests utilized compressive haversine loading with peak 
amplitude of 280 N.  Tests were performed at frequencies of 0.01, 0.2, 1, 10, 12, 16, and 
25 Hz. Accurate measurement of phase lag to determine material damping 
The phase lag between load and displacement signals was measured with a SRS830 
lock-in amplifier manufactured by Stanford Research Systems (1-25 Hz tests) and by 
curve fitting the force and displacement data (0.01 and 0.2 Hz tests). Figure 16 illustrates 
a typical test set up for the damping tests using a lock-in amplifier. 
 
 
Figure 16: Stanford Research Systems SRS830 lock-in amplifier. Port on the right side (underneath the 
frequency reading) is connected to the load cell for reference signal and port on the left side is the 
displacement signal. 
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Lock-in amplifiers have been utilized in the past for high-resolution measurements of 
phase lag in damping experiments [163, 164].  The lock-in amplifier requires a clean 
external reference signal, which is locked onto an internal sine wave generated by the 
lock-in amplifier. The frequency from the reference signal is used to isolate the noise 
from the external signal and is multiplied together for its outputs. Manipulation of the 
output will yield the difference between two signals (phase lag). In the case of a 
sinusoidal signal, the load signal is used as the reference and the displacement signal 
(usually noisier) is used to measure phase lag between the two signals. A noisy reference 
signal causes the lock-in amplifier to detect a varying frequency, due to the reference 
frequency being taken from zero crossing. This was the case for hydraulic-servo testing 
machines without a suitable load cell. In this research, the lock-in amplifier was able to 
lock with a sinusoidal reference signal even down to 0.01 Hz. However it is not 
recommended by the manufacturer for frequencies lower than 1Hz  and therefore curve 
fitting was used for determination of phase lag at lower frequencies (0.01, 0.2Hz). The 
effect of having a noisy reference signal is shown in Figure 17. 
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4.2. Complex permittivity 
The desorption isotherm of specimens were determined by mass loss, where the 
specimens were placed on a precision scale in a RH controlled chamber at constant 
temperature and the mass loss was recorded. Porosity was determined by completely 
drying the specimen in an oven. For relative and complex permittivity, the effective 
range of penetration of the percometer was determined. The operating frequency of the 
percometer was 40-50MHz with the probe selected. Percometer operates on the principle 
of time domain reflectometry for determination of relative permittivity. For the 
determination of complex permittivity between 200MHz and 6GHz, a coaxial dielectric 
probe (waveguide) was used. The theory of operation for the coaxial dielectric probe 
was described by Blackham and Pollard [165]. Measurements were performed with a 
coaxial dielectric probe and vector network analyzer manufactured by HP (Agilent), 
model number 85070B and HP8753C with the S-parameter test set, respectively. This is 
hereinafter referred to as VNA. Previous testing indicated that the change in complex 
permittivity ceased after about 7 days with cement pastes from the same type of cement, 
regardless of w/c. Nevertheless, all specimens tested were mature (>28 days). All of the 
specimens were tested at room temperature (23±1Co). An illustration for the percometer 
is shown in Figure 18. 
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the percometer and complex permittivity was measured with VNA. 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 w/c 
concrete specimens were fabricated. No admixtures were used. The specimen 
dimensions were 30.48 mm in diameter and approximately 15.24 mm in height. Plastic 
tubes were covered with a fibrous filter and inserted into fibrous cylindrical tube molds 
with prefabricated holes. The molds were attached to a wood panel covered with plastic 
sheets, and silicone sealant was applied around the edges to ensure that water does not 
leak out of the mold. Concrete was poured into the mold assembly. A plastic petri dish 
cover was placed onto the center of the fresh concrete surface on the top. This ensured 
that the VNA and percometer has a flat, smooth surface for measurement.  The mix 
designs used are shown in Table 6. 
 
Table 6: Mixture design for concrete specimens 
Mass per volume (kg/m3) Mixture A1 Mixture A2 Mixture A3 
w/c 0.4 0.5 0.6 
Water 210 210 210 
Cement 525 420 350 
Coarse Aggregate 907 907 907 
Fine Aggregate 692 780 839 
 
Specimens were covered for curing for 24 hours in a moist curing room prior to 
demolding. The specimens were removed from the mold and wrapped on the bottom and 
the sides with tape to allow only the top surface to be dried. The specimens were then 
placed in a 100% RH moisture curing room for 28 days prior to testing. Specimens were 
placed in an air-conditioned laboratory room for drying. Figure 19 is an illustration of 
the concrete specimen. 
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After calibration, the specimen was placed on the bottom of the probe and the data was 
recorded by proprietary Agilent software on a PC. Four areas were tested near the center 
of the specimen. After testing the cement paste specimens at a saturated state, the 
specimens were placed in controlled RH chambers (saturated salt solution). Specimens 
were tested after drying for 60 days in the RH chambers. 
 
4.2.3. Porous ceramic specimens 
Porous ceramic specimens were also purchased for testing. Porous ceramics were 
manufactured from ball clay and the chemistry is proprietary. The materials were labeled 
by their air entry value of 5 bar and 15 bars. Permeability and porosity of specimens 
were provided by the manufacturer and listed in Table 7. 
 
Table 7: Porous ceramic properties provided by the manufacturer. The intrinsic permeability was 
converted from water permeability provided by the manufacturer 
Specimen  k (nm2)
5 bar 31% 121 
15 bar 32% 2.59 
 
A total of four specimens were purchased from the manufacturer for testing. Two were 
placed DI water and vacuum saturated for 24 hours for testing with the VNA. The 
specimens had diameter of 25.4 mm and height of 10.26 mm. For desorption isotherm 
measurements, two specimens were saturated with DI water and its mass loss was 
measured with a precision scale. The specimens had diameter of 50.8 mm and height of 
7.14 mm.  
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5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION* 
 
5.1. Mechanical damping due to poromechanical effects 
The material mixture designs as well as the measured   and pE  are presented in Table 
2.  Note that the porosity of Mixture 1 (high w/cm ratio paste) refers to total porosity, 
whereas the porosity of the other mixtures refers strictly to the measured macroporosity.  
Since the macroporosity measurements include pores down to about 7 nm radius, the 
measurements probably overestimate the actual porosity that contributes substantially to 
pore fluid flux.  However, the poromechanical model does not indicate substantial 
changes in predicted damping based on reasonably small changes in porosity. 
 
The measured permeabilities of the pervious mortar mixtures are shown in Figure 21. 
Figure 21 also includes data from some preliminary mixture designs where the 
permeability was measured with a falling head permeameter (ASTM D5084) and the 
porosity estimated from the mixture design.  Note that the permeability measured for 
Mixture 1 ( 488 623k   nm2) is omitted from the graph since it was not a mortar 
mixture.  Permeability curves are plotted for #8, #30 and #100, and for the other 
gradations, permeability curves are extrapolated. A clear dependency of particle size on 
permeability is observed. Observe the relatively flat region over which the permeability 
                                                 
* Part of this chapter is reprinted with permission from 
C. Leung, Z. Grasley, Poromechanical damping of cementitious materials. 24 (2012) J. Mater. Civ. Eng., 
232–238, Copyright 2012 American Society of Civil Engineers. 
C. Leung, Z. Grasley, Effect of micrometric and nanometric viscoelatic inclusions on mechanical damping 
behavior of cementitious composites. 35 (2012) Const. Build. Mater., 444-451. Copyright 2012 Elsevier. 
Z. Grasley, C. Leung, Quasi-static axial damping of poroviscoelastic cylinders. 137 (2011) J. Eng. Mech., 
561-570, Copyright 2011 American Society of Civil Engineers. 
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stays relatively constant, even as the cement paste content is increased. In this region, 
permeability of the mixtures is mainly controlled by the particle size used in the mixture. 
Therefore, to achieve orders of magnitude changes in permeability, changing the fine 
aggregate particle size is more effective than adjusting paste content. 
 
 
Figure 21: Variation of permeability with macroporosity for pervious mortar mixtures utilizing a uniform 
aggregate gradation of different mesh sizes. Note that mixtures utilizing smaller aggregates are less 
permeable by orders of magnitude. 
 
Figure 22 shows the measured damping for Mixture 1 in both the water saturated and the 
oven dried conditions, with the vertical bars denoting one standard deviation and the 
symbols denoting mean measured values.  Figure 22 also shows the model predicted 
damping of the saturated specimen (shaded region).  The overall damping prediction for 
the saturated specimens is based on superposing inherent damping (measured using dried 
specimens) with predicted poromechanical damping, which was based on calculations 
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performed using Aqsa. (2), (47) and (48).  Grasley and Leung have shown that, barring 
coupling effects, intrinsic damping and poromechanical damping may be superposed to 
obtain total damping [167]. 
 
 
Figure 22: Measured damping of oven dried (“Dry”) and saturated (“Wet”) specimens cast from Mixture 
1. Note that the shaded region is the model predicted damping. 
 
The prediction shown in Figure 22 is probabilistic, with the width of the prediction band 
(i.e. the shaded area) determined using the observed standard deviations in the 
measurements of pE  and k  in conjunction with the delta  method [168].  In order to 
perform the calculations, 0.15p   was assumed for each of the mortar mixtures and 
0.20p   for the cement paste mixture (values chosen based on results in [169-171]).  
As mentioned previously, sK  is the bulk modulus of the solid phase in the porous 
material skeleton.  For Mixture 1 (cement paste), sK  is thus a property of the material 
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that does not contain interconnected porosity (i.e. porosity where the pore fluid may 
enter, exit, or pass through).  Thus, for Mixture 1, it was assumed that 45 GPasK   
based on values reported in [42].  For the mortar mixtures, at the frequencies of interest 
it is assumed that fluid transport occurs solely within the macroporosity such that the 
interconnected porosity excludes the smaller pores intrinsic to the cement paste.  
Therefore, for the pervious mortar mixtures, sK  refers to a property of the cement paste 
and aggregate particles surrounding the macropores.  Based on value for elastic moduli 
as a function of w/cm for plain cement pastes reported in [172], a silica sand bulk 
modulus of 38 GPa  and shear modulus of 44 GPa [173], Hashin-Shtrikman bounds [139] 
indicate 28 GPa 33 GPasK   for the pervious mortar mixtures.  Therefore, for 
Mixtures 2 – 9 sK  was estimated to be 30.5 GPa . 
 
Based on Figure 22, it is clear that the damping of the saturated material is substantially 
greater between 0.1 – 25 Hz versus the dried specimens, indicating the presence of 
poromechanical damping in that frequency range.  Figure 22 also indicates that the 
model under predicts the actual measured damping of the saturated specimens, 
indicating a possible coupling effect between inherent and poromechanical damping.  
The authors speculate that the inherent viscoelastic damping of cement paste, which is 
likely due primarily to the viscoelastic nature of C-S-H, is increased when the material is 
saturated.  First, the higher moisture content in the saturated specimens could increase 
the mobility of C-S-H colloids, which could increase viscous particle motion (and thus 
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dissipation) under oscillating loads.  Second, there is evidence that the drying process 
results in additional aging of C-S-H due to either increased polymerization [174] or 
increased particle packing density [175].  Aging would likely increase relaxation times, 
thus increasing damping at low frequencies and decreasing damping at the higher 
frequencies considered in this research.  Each reason listed above would provide a 
satisfactory explanation for the increased damping beyond the model prediction 
observed for Mixture 1, but more research in this area is needed for a conclusive 
explanation of the measured behavior. 
 
For the pervious mortar mixtures, there was no measured improvement in damping 
between the saturated and dried conditions for Mixtures 2 and 3, which is in agreement 
with model predictions.  The hydrodynamic relaxation times ( H ) of Mixtures 2 and 3 
were low enough that poromechanical damping was only predicted to occur at 
frequencies higher than the measurable range.  Thus the lack of poromechanical 
damping observed for Mixtures 2 and 3 provides further evidence that the model can 
adequately predict at what frequencies poromechanical damping will be present. The 
measured and predicted damping of Mixtures 4-5 may be seen in Figure 23.  Figure 23 
shows the measured and predicted damping of specimens containing pore fluids of pure 
water, 65/35 and 90/10 glycerin/water blends, and pure glycerin.  The result of 
modifying the pore fluid viscosity by using glycerin/water blends is a modification of 
H , which shifts the frequency range over which poromechanical damping is expected.  
For the specimens containing water, H  is low enough that there is no predicted 
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poromechanical damping in the frequency range where measurements were performed.  
This is indicated by both the model predicted damping as well as the measured values.  
The tests of the specimens containing either the 65/35 or 90/10 blends show increases in 
measured damping versus the water saturated specimens, but the specimens containing 
pure glycerin demonstrated no measured increase in damping versus the water saturated 
specimens, despite model predictions that suggest significant poromechanical damping.  
Because of the high viscosity of the pure glycerin ( 1000x greater than water), the 
authors believe that the pore fluid contained entrapped air bubbles that were unable to be 
removed with the vacuum treatment described previously.  The entrapped air bubbles 
effectively increased the compressibility of the pore fluid to the point that 
poromechanical damping was not possible.  As with Mixture 1, the measured damping 
of Mixtures 4-5 containing the 65/35 and 90/10 blends was greater than that predicted by 
the model, providing more evidence that saturation of the materials has a secondary 
effect beyond the poromechanical effect that increases overall material damping. 
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Figure 23: Measured and model predicted damping of specimens cast from Mixtures 4-5 using pore fluids 
including pore water, 65/35 and 90/10 glycerin/water blends, and pure glycerin. 
 
For Mixtures 7-9, damping measurements were performed on specimens with either 
water or pure glycerin as a pore fluid.  In the case of water, the model predicts no 
poromechanical damping in the frequency range where measurements were performed, 
and, in agreement with the model, experiments did not indicate any poromechanical 
damping for these materials.  For the specimens with pure glycerol pore fluid, the model 
did predict poromechanical damping in the frequency range where measurements were 
performed, but experiments did not indicate any poromechanical damping.  As with 
specimens made from Mixtures 4-5 where saturation with pure glycerin was attempted, 
it is believed that the pure glycerin pore fluid in Mixtures 7-9 contained entrapped air 
bubbles, rendering poromechanical damping negligible. 
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The effect of changing controllable material/geometrical parameters on model predicted 
and measured damping values can be seen in Figure 24. In Figure 24a, specimens from 
Mixtures 1 and 6 are compared.  Mixture 6 is 1000x  more permeable than Mixture 1, 
but by using pure water as a pore fluid in specimens made with Mixture 1 and pure 
glycerin in specimens made with Mixture 6 the H  for the specimens are similar.  In 
Figure 24a, there is little difference in the model predicted or measured frequency 
dependence of the damping behavior of the specimens from Mixture 1 and Mixture 6.  
This finding is in agreement with the fact that the H  for the specimens are similar.  In 
contrast, Figure 24b illustrates the effect of changing the geometry of specimens cast 
from the same mixture (Mixture 4).  The H  for the specimens of different geometry are 
substantially different, which results in model predictions for the different specimens 
that are notably different.  In agreement, there appears to be a notable difference in the 
measured damping between the specimens with different geometry, which supports the 
effect of changing H  on the frequency dependence of poromechanical damping. 
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Table 8: Compressive strength of cementitious crumb rubber (CMR). A decrease in strength is observed in 
all of the specimens containing viscoelastic inclusions. 
Mix # Strength 
(MPa) 
Type of inclusion 
0 72.9 ± 6.8 N/A (plain) 
3 17.6 CMR* 
4 33.0 CMR* 
5 21.6 CMR 
6 16.2 CMR 
7 16.6 CMR 
8 16.1 CMR 
9 17.9 CMR 
 
5.2.1. Measurement of changes in surface energy due to acid treatment 
 
The purpose of the surface treatment of crumb rubber inclusions was to modify the bond 
between the inclusions and cement paste. The adhesive bond is directly dependent on the 
surface energy of the inclusions. In order to identify any changes in surface energy due 
to acid treatment, a method to measure surface energy is required. One of the ways to 
quantify possible changes in surface energy of particulates is by sorption. A universal 
sorption device (USD) [176-178] has been successfully used for measuring the surface 
energy of various aggregates used in civil engineering composites. Vapors adsorbed onto 
surface of rubber increase the mass of the sample, which is recorded at progressive vapor 
pressure steps. A USD was used in this research to characterize surface energy changes 
in crumb rubber with or without acid treatment. Three different vapors were used: water, 
methyl propyl ketone (MPK), and n-Hexane. Surface energy was calculated with the 
adsorption isotherm based on the Brunauer, Emmett and Teller (BET) theory [179]. Due 
to the limited availability of the USD, only untreated crumb rubber and treated crumb 
rubber with 1M Sulfuric acid at 10 and 30 minutes were tested with the USD. 
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5.2.2. Assessment of CSR dispersion 
For the volume fractions considered in this research, crumb rubber (both treated and 
untreated) experiences no dispersion issues in fresh cement paste at a typical cement 
paste viscosity. However, CSR arrives from the manufacturer in a clump (flocculated) 
form and special processing methods detailed in the previous section were used in an 
attempt to disperse CSR in a water-superplasticizer solution, which was then mixed with 
cement. In order to assess the effectiveness of dispersion methods for clumped CSR, two 
microscopy imaging techniques were used. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was 
used to image fractured surfaces of hardened cement paste specimens containing CSR, 
and optical microscopy was used to image high CSR concentration water-
superplasticizer-CSR solutions. 
 
Figure 25a is an image of cement paste with an addition of a small amount of CSR by 
mass of cement ( 0.5% ) at 40,000x magnification, taken with a JEOL JSM-7500F SEM 
with the secondary electron detector. The crater-like features on the surface is not found 
in typical plain cement pastes. Since the density of CSR is much lower than that of 
cement paste, it is likely that those features are occupied by CSR particles. To verify, a 
low angle backscattered electron (BSE) detector was used to image the area same area, 
which is shown in Figure 25b. 
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a. 
 
b. 
Figure 25: SEM ( a.)and BSE (b.) images of fractured surface of specimen with 0.1% CSR1. Circled areas 
on a. and b. show the suspected location of dispersed CSR. Dark areas on (b) indicate lower density than 
the rest of the matrix. 
 
The dark, circular features shown in Figure 25b indicate lower density areas compared to 
the rest of the matrix. CSR particles are made of low density polymers, so the noted 
areas likely contain dispersed CSR. The radii of these particles from the image also 
indicate that the features are likely individual CSR particles, which have about a 180 nm 
average diameter (provided by manufacturer).  It would appear that the small amounts of 
CSR added were well dispersed. At the higher dosages, however, the same may not hold 
true. In fact, for cementitious-CSR composites with CSR volume fractions over about 
10%, some clumps of CSR were still visible in the solution even after mixing in the high 
shear mixer.  
 
To verify the SEM findings, optical microscopy was used to image a solution containing 
CSR, water and surfactants (superplasticizer).  Remaining clumps of CSR after mixing 
in a high shear mixer are clearly visible in Figure 26, indicating that not all CSR 
particles are broken apart by the mixing process. Some intact CSR clumps are also seen 
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between the larger CSR agglomerations can be found. The spherical particles seen in the 
bottom left image were much smaller than that seen in the middle right image of Figure 
26. Some particles were clearly in the sub-micron range. It is reasonable to conclude 
from the images that at lower CSR concentrations, the particles mixed in the solution are 
likely mostly dispersed, whereas at higher concentrations ( 10%  by volume), many of 
the CSR particles remain in clump form. The optical microscopy observation of the fresh 
control paste right after mixing showed that the CNFs were relatively well-dispersed and 
were freely moving in the water that surrounded cement particles. This was seen in the 
microscope in real time. Figure 27 shows two images obtained from optical microscopy 
with the two levels of dispersions in fresh cement pastes. 
 
(a)  (b) 
Figure 27: Dispersion of CNF in fresh cement paste imaged by optical microscopy. (a) indicates bad 
dispersion, as clumps of CNF can be found, whereas the distribution of CNF is much finer in (b). The 
mixture in (a) indicates bad dispersion (M1, d=0.69) and mixture in (b) indicates good dispersion (M2, 
d=0.88). Differences in damping will be shown in later sections. 
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Large agglomerations can be found in Figure 27(a), where the clumps are micron sized. 
A much better distribution of fibers can be found in Figure 27(b), where no visible 
clumps can be seen at a much higher magnification. Dispersion is quantified by the 
method developed by Grasley et al. [180], which defines a best possible dispersion as 1 
where inclusions are evenly distributed, and worst possible as 0 where all of the 
inclusions are in one corner. Approximately two hours after mixing, the movement of 
the fibers slowed down and more agglomerations formed. After three hours, most of the 
CNFs were entangled and the movement of the remaining CNFs was confined, possibly 
due to the formation of hydration products and the beginning of setting. As for the silica 
fume mixes, the effect of the presence of silica fume on dispersion was remarkable. It 
could be observed that the mobility of CNFs in fresh paste was related to the 
concentration of silica fume in the mix; the movement of CNFs reduced by increasing 
the concentration of silica fume. As expected, the silica fume particles prevented CNFs 
from moving such that the CNFs could hardly agglomerate. The optical microscopy 
images of silica fume paste are shown in Figure 27(b). Due to the good dispersion of 
CNFs, a lens with higher magnification (100x) than used in Figure 3 was used to obtain 
images that were representative of the state of dispersion in the cement paste. The effect 
of dispersion on specimens containing CNF will be shown in the results section. 
 
The effect of adding untreated rubber on the measured loss tangent of cementitious-
crumb rubber composites is shown in Figure 28, which also shows the predicted bounds 
of the loss tangent as determined by Eq. (91).  Damping of the composite increased with 
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a higher volume fraction of the rubber. Overall, the measured damping of the composites 
incorporating untreated crumb rubber agrees well with the lower predicted bound, except 
at the lower (0.2 Hz) frequency.  The disagreement at the lower frequency is likely due 
to differences in the viscoelastic properties of the crumb rubber utilized in this research 
and the modeled properties taken from the literature. 
 
It is interesting to note that the predicted lower bound coincides almost exactly with the 
Reuss bound (see the dashed line on Figure 28) determined by simply using the 
correspondence principle.  This is noteworthy since the Reuss bound represents the 
lowest possible bound where slip interfaces are allowed (Hashin-Shtrikman bounds are 
based on the premise of a strain field evolving from a continuous displacement field, 
which is violated if there is an imperfect bond between inclusions and the surrounding 
matrix).   The implications are that without surface treatment, the crumb rubber does not 
form a perfect bond with the cement paste matrix; this lack of bond results in a reduction 
of damping since the viscoelastic inclusions are carrying a smaller portion of the stress 
than they would if bond were improved. 
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Figure 28: Measured loss tangent vs. frequency plot for untreated rubber, including modeled bounds of 
loss tangent (for 25% addition) shown in the gray shaded region. The dashed line indicates the Reuss 
bound.  Vertical bars on each data point indicate 1  standard deviation. 
 
While the measured  tan   values indicate a fairly large standard deviation (standard 
deviations are noted by vertical bars in Figure 28), a Student’s T-test resulted in a 98% 
confidence in the difference in damping between plain cement paste and cementitious-
crumb rubber composite materials (at either addition level).  Thus, it is clear that the 
addition of crumb rubber at the levels tested does improve mechanical damping.   
 
Figure 28 shows a comparison of observed damping of specimens with treated and 
untreated rubbers.  The figure indicates substantial increases in damping due to treating 
crumb rubber in acid. Additional damping for specimens with treated rubber, with the 
25% by volume untreated rubber as a baseline, ranges between 81% and 120%.  In 
comparison to plain cement paste, the addition of acid treated crumb rubber increases the 
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average damping across the measured frequency range by 132% and 345% for a 12% 
and 25% volume fraction of rubber, respectively.  The improvements are most notable at 
frequencies below 25 Hz.  As the measured damping results again showed fairly high 
variability (standard deviations are noted in text next to each data point), a Student’s T-
test was also performed to determine the confidence in the difference in damping results 
between cementitious composites incorporating treated and untreated rubber (see Table 
9).  The T-test results indicate that cementitious-crumb rubber composites incorporating 
sulfuric acid treated rubber had a higher damping than untreated cementitious-crumb 
rubber composites at a confidence level exceeding 90% at all frequencies except 10 Hz.  
The confidence levels for differences between untreated cementitious-crumb rubber 
composites and cementitious-crumb rubber composites incorporating nitric acid treated 
rubber were much lower than those where sulfuric acid was considered, indicating that 
sulfuric acid treatment is more effective than nitric acid treatment for improving 
cementitious-crumb rubber composite damping. Table 5 lists the confidence levels 
between specimens incorporating plain crumb rubber and acid treated crumb rubber at 
each frequency tested and Figure 29 shows the measured damping for cement pastes 
containing crumb rubber. 
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Table 9: Confidence interval for  tan   between specimens incorporating acid treated rubber and 
specimens incorporating untreated rubber at 25% rubber addition by volume. Acid treatment duration is 
noted in parentheses. 
Frequency (Hz) 1M H2SO4 
(10 min) 
1.5 M HNO3 
0.5 M H2SO4 
(10 min) 
1.5 M HNO3 
0.5 M H2SO4 
(30 min) 
3M HNO3 
(10 min) 
3M HNO3 
(30 min) 
0.2 95.43% 93.65% 94.67% 82.59%  75.22% 
1 98.46% 93.89% 91.32% 75.03%  73.64% 
10 75.20% 85.85% 77.72% 64.65%  52.28% 
25 91.82% 79.53% 73.12% 65.25%  78.62% 
 
It is hypothesized that increases in damping due to acid treatment of the rubber are due 
to modifications of the bond between the rubber inclusions and the cementitious matrix, 
which depends directly on the surface energy of the rubber inclusions.  The calculated 
surface energy values from gas sorption measured with the USD are listed in Table 10. 
The results indicate that the surface energy is, indeed, increased by treating crumb 
rubber with sulfuric acid. This is consistent with findings from previous research of acid 
treated rubbers [72, 181, 182]. 
 
Table 10: Acid treatment effects on surface energy measured by USD (units of 2J mm ) 
Acid used Treatment time 
(min) 
LW      AB  total  
1M H2SO4 10 60.04 5.64 79.19 42.27 102.31 
1M H2SO4 30 75.65 42.46 27.91 68.86 144.50 
N/A N/A 35.48 11.73 57.86 52.11 87.59 
 
The surface energy in component form is expressed as total LW AB     [183], where 
LW  is the non-polar component,   is the acid component,   is the base component, 
2AB       is the acid-base component, and total  is the total surface energy. Total 
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surface energy is clearly increased after rubber was treated with acid, primarily through 
increases in the LW  component.  Crumb rubber treated with 1 M sulfuric acid has a 
higher surface energy (16% increase) compared to that of as-received rubber, and the 
increase in damping is substantial (up to 250%). 
 
5.3. Mechanical damping due to addition of nanometric inclusions 
 shows the compressive strength of the specimens made with CSR in this research. All 
specimens tested were mature (>28 days). Substantially less reduction in strength was 
observed with specimens containing CSR compared to crumb rubber. This could be 
attributed to lower stress concentrations in CSR inclusions that are largely spherical, 
whereas crumb rubbers are shredded and are irregular in shape. Under load, stress 
concentrations are much higher on a sharp surface than on a sphere, causing cracks to 
develop at lower stress levels, thereby reducing compression strength. 
 
Table 11: Compressive strength of CSR composite pastes with one standard deviation shown. A decrease 
in strength is observed in all of the specimens containing viscoelastic inclusions. 
Mix # Strength 
(MPa) 
Type of inclusion 
10 66.2 ± 3.6 CSR 
11 36.9 ± 3.8 CSR 
12 30.4 ± 5.6 CSR 
15 43.1 ± 2.2 CSR 
16 37.1 ± 4.7 CSR 
 
The effect of incorporating CSR particles into cement paste on damping is illustrated in 
Figure 30.  The results indicate that the addition of CSR particles improves the damping 
of cementitious materials.  However, the improvements in damping were less than that 
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large amounts of CSR by volume is much less than those of the specimens containing 
similar amounts of crumb rubber.   Therefore, in terms of untreated viscoelastic 
inclusions, CSR is more effective than crumb rubber.  However, acid treated crumb 
rubber is more effective than untreated CSR.  Future research should examine the effect 
of acid treating CSR particles on the mechanical damping of composites incorporating 
the treated inclusions. 
 
Table 12. Confidence interval for  tan   between specimens made from plain cement paste and CSR-
cementitious composites at various volume fractions of addition.  
Frequency (Hz) CSR1 
0.25% 
CSR1 
10.1% 
CSR1 
16.1% 
CSR2 
0.18% 
CSR2 
0.43% 
CSR2 
10.3% 
CSR2 
19.2% 
0.2 96.47%  81.65% 99.66% 97.62% 75.17% 98.94%  97.98% 
1 45.55%  8.49% 99.67% 7.16% 5.35% 99.94%  99.87% 
10 73.07%  47.12% 89.35% 33.24% 34.17% 99.40%  81.86% 
25 97.10%  92.59% 84.27% 98.52% 40.01% 87.96%  99.89% 
 
The effect on adding CNF into cement paste at two dispersion levels is shown in Figure 
31. The data points shown for bad dispersion were made up of average damping between 
two different specimens. Damping of the specimens containing CNF exceeds that of the 
cement paste. The resulting stiffness from the composite is similar to ordinary cement 
paste. At the same volume fraction of CNF addition, a badly dispersed mixture has 
substantially higher damping than well dispersed mixtures. This could be attributed to 
clumping of CNF provides slipping interfaces while the material is being loaded, 
providing more damping. 
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Figure 31: Preliminary tests on CNT specimens made with different levels of dispersion show that the 
average damping is increased by ~200% for badly dispersed CNTs in cement paste. 
 
In a case where the CNF is well dispersed, no such interfaces are present when the 
material is undamaged. Damping increases in cementitious materials were also observed 
in the work of Muthusamy et al. [14], where the use of carbon exfoliates greatly 
increased damping. It should also be noted that the volume % added into cement paste is 
relatively small, compared to the carbon exfoliates added by Chung at 8% vol by 
fraction. Further increase in damping may be possible if when more CNF is added to 
cement paste. 
 
5.4. Complex permittivity as a function of moisture and permeability 
The permeability of the cement pastes was measured to be 0.0000197, 0.023 and 0.16 
nm2 for w/c ratios of 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6, respectively. For the 15 bar ceramic specimen, the 
permeability is 2.59 cm/sec provided by the manufacturer, which corresponds to an 
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intrinsic permeability of about 2.59 nm2. Figure 32 illustrates the data from desorption 
isotherm of 0.4 w/c, 0.5 w/c and 0.6 w/c specimens. The cement with higher w/c tends to 
have a lower saturation level as a function of RH. 
 
 
Figure 32: Desorption isotherms from the cement paste specimens fabricated and porous ceramics 
purchased. As expected, larger pores are found in higher w/c ratio specimens. 
 
The initial weight of the specimen (saturated surface dry) was obtained by determining 
the point at which the mass loss started to equilibrate by diffusion rather than 
evaporation of water on the specimen holder and specimen surface. Saturation is 
determined from the amount of free water in the specimens. 1S   at full saturation. 
When pores are completely emptied, 0S  . Sharp decreases in mass loss at higher RH 
levels indicate that more large pores are present, which is an indication of a high w/c 
ratio. For the concrete blocks, the measured RH is shown in Figure 33. 
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5.4.1. Relative and complex permittivity of concrete as a function of RH 
The measurements of internal RH in the concrete blocks along with the ambient RH are 
shown in Figure 33. For the 0.4 and 0.6 w/c specimens, the abnormal fluctuations seen in 
the figures in the ambient RH were caused by a malfunctioning air conditioning system 
in the laboratory. Even with the top sensors being situated only about 9mm from the 
surface for all of the specimens tested, the RH level does not significantly decrease until 
about 100 hours after being placed in the laboratory. This is due to the low diffusion rate 
of concrete. The surface moisture content was thus significantly lower compared to the 
interior moisture content of the concrete. A moisture gradient was thus present in the 
concrete specimens. For the percometer measurements, the measured r  readings of 
concrete versus time elapsed since drying are shown in Figure 34 and the readings of 
cement paste versus thickness of cement paste are shown in Figure 35. 
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0.4 w/c  0.5 w/c 
 
0.6 w/c 
Figure 33: Concrete RH measurements as a function of time. Note that the difference in drying rate 
between 0.4 and 0.5 w/c specimens. 0.6 w/c specimens had water entrapped in the sensor tube and 
readings were erroneous. 
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Figure 34: Percometer readings on concrete specimens as a function of time. Note that despite the 
variation of ambient RH, the decrease in relative permittivity (possibly a complex reading) does not vary. 
 
 
Figure 35: Real part of permittivity as a function of cement paste specimen thickness. Note that the 
measured relative permittivity starts to level off at 10mm. 
 
The corresponding probe’s range of readings for r is between 1-40. When the range is 
exceeded, no reading is shown on the percometer and it is represented by 80r   for 
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shown to be about 10-15mm for cement paste. The complex permittivity is likely lower 
than that for the case of concrete due to the presence of aggregates, and for partially 
saturated systems. In both of the cases mentioned, the depth of penetration will be 
higher. The reader is cautioned that the measured r  is only reliable when the material 
conductivity is under a certain threshold according to the percometer manufacturer. For 
the surface probe used in this research, <2000 μS/cm is the recommended value. Values 
beyond that will affect the measurements. Cement pastes can have higher values than 
2000 μS/cm [184]. It is highly likely that the measured value from the percometer is 
actually the magnitude of the complex permittivity when the material is lossy. 
 
The results from complex permittivity testing of concrete slabs with VNA are shown in 
Figure 36 for real part of complex permittivity and Figure 37 for the imaginary part of 
complex permittivity. Very little difference between the magnitude and shape of 
complex permittivity were observed with respect to frequency. Even with known 
ambient moisture, the amount of moisture within the tested area (with respect to depth) 
was not known. The measured complex permittivity from VNA followed the same trend 
compared to measured relative permittivity from the percometer, which suggested that 
w/c and ambient RH fluctuation does not drastically affect the decrease in recorded 
relative permittivity. 
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0.4 w/c  0.5 w/c 
 
0.6 w/c 
Figure 36: Real part of complex permittivity from concrete specimens. The reduction in magnitude over 
time is similar between all specimens. This indicates that the surface layer may not have a drastic 
difference in w/c ratio. 
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0.4 w/c  0.5 w/c 
 
0.6 w/c 
Figure 37: Imaginary part of complex permittivity from concrete specimens. The reduction in magnitude is 
much less pronounced than the real part of complex permittivity. 
 
Recall from Figure 33 that the RH levels on the top sensors (~9mm from the surface) did 
not drop until after about 100 hours. Yet drastic changes in complex permittivity were 
recorded for all of the specimens. Due to the permittivity-dependent sample size 
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requirement from the manufacturer of the dielectric probe (4mm for * 25r  , 9mm for 
* 5r  ), it is likely that the measured complex permittivity is primarily due only to the 
moisture content of the first few millimeters at the surface. It is hypothesized that after 
casting of the concrete specimens, the bleed water on the surfaces of the fresh concrete 
specimens effectively increased the w/c of the concrete surface layer. The internal RH of 
the specimens also support the hypothesis, where the top sensors of the specimens stay at 
a high RH level for an extended period of time, even though the top sensor is merely 
~9mm away from the surface and drastic drops in magnitude of complex permittivity 
were recorded. This means that the recorded complex permittivity was most influenced 
by only the change in RH near the surface. The measurements from the concrete 
specimens thus only gave a qualitative measure of correlation between complex 
permittivity and moisture content. It is also noted that the measured relative permittivity 
appeared to slightly lower to the relative permittivity obtained with VNA, when the 
VNA measurements are extrapolated to 40-50MHz. 
 
5.4.2. Complex permittivity of cement paste and porous ceramics 
 
Since the measurement of concrete surface complex permittivity cannot be used to 
correlate RH level for the reasons mentioned in the previous section, moisture contents 
of cement paste specimens were conditioned for measurement of complex permittivity to 
determine correlations between moisture content and complex permittivity. Figure 38 
and Figure 39 shows the complex permittivity of 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 w/c specimens, 
respectively, at room temperature. 
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0.4 w/c  0.5 w/c 
 
0.6 w/c 
Figure 38: Real part of complex permittivity for cement paste specimens. Note the drastic decrease in the 
measured permittivity in 0.6 w/c and 0.5 w/c pastes from 100% RH to 85-75% RH. This is attributed to 
the substantial amount of water being removed from large pores for the higher w/c specimens. 
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0.4 w/c  0.5 w/c 
 
0.6 w/c 
Figure 39: Imaginary part of complex permittivity for cement paste specimens. Similar trends occur with 
the reduction of loss part of complex permittivity. 
 
The differences in magnitude of the dielectric constants were noticed in all of the 
frequency ranges once the moisture drops below 100% RH, where higher w/c specimens  
had a significantly higher drop in both '  and " . from 100% RH to 85% RH. However, 
the loss part of permittivity appears to be much less sensitive to change in moisture 
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content, with the 0.6 w/c being the only exception. The real part of complex permittivity 
should be used to correlate moisture content with complex permittivity due to its high 
sensitivity to relatively small changes in moisture content. The saturation was obtained 
from converting RH by desorption isotherms shown in Figure 32. 
 
Porous ceramic discs were also tested with VNA to determine dependence of pore size 
distribution on the complex permittivity. The pore size distribution for the porous 
ceramic discs is much narrower than that of cement paste when one examines the 
desorption isotherm in Figure 32. It is hypothesized that the narrow pore size distribution 
found in ceramic discs affects the dielectric dispersion in confined water in the pore 
space, whereas in cement paste, a range of pore sizes can be found and therefore a clear 
indication between water permeability and complex permittivity was not observed in 
cement paste. Measurements were made for water-saturated porous ceramics and results 
are shown in Figure 40. 
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Figure 40: Complex permittivity of saturated porous ceramics at room temperature. The difference in 
magnitude observed between 15 bar and 5 bar specimens is attributed to a 5 bar specimen not being 
sufficiently smooth for the VNA dielectric probe. 
 
The first observation is the difference in magnitude between the 5 bar and 15 bar 
specimens, with very similar porosity (31 and 32%, respectively). The moisture content 
for the porous ceramic specimens should nearly be identical, hence with a similar 
dielectric response. The minerals used in the ceramics differed in chemistry, but it was 
not expected to have a great impact on dielectric response. The complex permittivity of 
the specimens at the dry state was also tested, and similar phenomenon occurred where 
the 5 bar specimen had a lower complex permittivity. The difference was attributed to 
the 5 bar specimen having a surface not sufficiently smooth for the operation of the 
coaxial dielectric probe. The current discussion on the dielectric response is therefore 
restricted to the 15 bar specimens. The complex permittivity with respect to frequency of 
porous ceramics was distinctly different from that observed in cement paste. When 
compared to cement pastes, the 15 bar specimen had a much lower exponential decay in 
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magnitude, whereas a significant amount of water relaxation was found at higher 
frequencies, indicating the presence of bulk water. Accompanying the rise in loss part of 
complex permittivity is a slight decrease in real part of complex permittivity. The 
difference in dielectric response between cement pastes and porous ceramic has 
enormous implications in the modeling of permeability. This will be further discussed in 
the modeling section. 
 
5.4.3. Model prediction of complex permittivity 
With known values of porosity for each of the materials, complex permittivity of bulk 
water and a measured value for the real permittivity ( 5  ) of the solid phase, Eq. (102) 
and (103) can be used to solve for the bounds of composite relative permittivity *eff . 
The measured porosities of the cement pastes can be found in Table 13. 
 
Table 13: Parameters used for determining dielectric properties 
w/c 0.4 0.5 0.6
% bulk water ( bwp )  32% 48% 64%
Porosity ( )  37% 46% 59%
 
For the 15 bar porous ceramic, the porosity given by the manufacturer was 32%. The 
bounds can then be plotted on the complex plane for comparison. Figure 41 shows the 
difference between measured values at different frequencies vs. the complex permittivity 
predictions from a two-phase composite. 
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0.4 w/c  0.5 w/c 
 
0.6 w/c 
 
Figure 41: Two phase bounds of effective complex permittivity of cement paste vs. measured data 
 
The two phase composite assumption, while able to produce restrictive bounds on the 
complex plane, was not able to predict value of the composite complex permittivity. The 
experimentally measured complex permittivity on the complex plane fell outside of the 
bounds from the model. The assumption that the dielectric response of a saturated 
hardened cement paste as composite material containing only two phases made up of 
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and its volume fraction was determined from the desorption isotherm. Water contained 
in <20 nm pores were assumed to be confined water, and the volume fraction as function 
of the total pore volume was used as a model parameter for the confined water. The 
complex permittivity of the confined water were determined by adjusting the real and 
imaginary components at each frequency, and fitted to the experimentally measured 
complex permittivity on the complex plane (i.e. Figure 42, but at different frequencies). 
The parameters used in modeling are listed in Table 13. 
 
The modeled complex permittivity of the confined water as a function of frequency for 
each of the materials is shown in Figure 43. 
 
   
Figure 43: Modeled confined water complex permittivity versus frequency The modeled real part of 
complex permittivity of confined water for 0.6 w/c specimens was significantly higher. It is hypothesized 
that a significant amount of air bubbles were present for the high w/c specimen. 
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The effective water content of the specimen was increased during saturation. Increasing 
the value of porosity  used in modeling for 0.6 w/c reduced the real part of the modeled 
confined water complex permittivity to a level comparable to 0.4 and 0.5 w/c. The most 
interesting finding from this three-phase composite model is that the predicted imaginary 
part of complex permittivity of confined water was significantly higher for a 0.4 w/c 
specimen than 0.5 and 0.6 w/c specimen. This may imply that the confined water cannot 
be assumed to be a discrete phase being independent on the microstructure and porosity. 
 
5.4.4. Modeling of moisture content 
Figure 44 shows the magnitude of complex permittivity of 0.4-0.6 w/c cement pastes at 
different moisture contents. The moisture content was converted from saturation, from 
the previously determined porosity of the materials. The associated moisture content for 
all of the materials (0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 w/c) at the two frequencies near the operating 
frequency of the air coupled GPR was plotted. A linear relationship between volumetric 
moisture content and real part of complex permittivity was observed. Figure 38 and 
Figure 39 shows the different w/c vs. complex permittivity for specimens conditioned to 
different RH. Using the values of porosity at each of the different w/c, degree of 
saturation S can be readily converted to volumetric moisture content MC . The 
correlation between laboratory measurements and MC and model prediction from 
solving for the effective composite complex permittivity eff with Eq. (109) is shown in 
Figure 44. 
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Figure 44: Magnitude of complex permittivity versus moisture content at 1 GHz and 2GHz modeled with 
average cw  . 
 
The model used an averaged cw  function and the points from all complex permittivity 
measurements (0.4-0.6 w/c) were plotted on the same graph. The modeled response with 
Eq. (109) also uses an average value of complex permittivity of confined water, which 
could introduce significant error. The predictions made without using an averaged 
complex permittivity of confined water can be found in Figure 45. 
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Figure 45: Magnitude of complex permittivity versus moisture content at 1 GHz and 2GHz modeled with 
actual cw .  
 
The modeled magnitude of complex permittivity significantly improved when the model 
used the corresponding cw  from each of the w/c ratios instead of an averaged value. It is 
noted that the complex permittivity from modeling is higher than experimental values at 
lower RH. This is attributed to the fact that the specimens’ internal RH is not fully 
equilibrated after 2 months of drying. Upon the discovery of model discrepancy versus 
testing on complex permittivity, further testing was carried out on the mass loss of 
additional specimens. The specimens were subject to the same curing condition (28 days 
under DI water), and were placed in humidity chambers. The continued monitoring of 
mass loss indicated that even after 4 months of drying, the specimens were still losing 
mass. The specimen dimension prevented the specimen from having a fully equilibrated 
moisture state through depth. If specimens were measured at the fully equilibrated states, 
the experimentally measured magnitude of complex permittivity values will further 
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depress, bringing it closer to the model values.  Another possibility is that the 
Bruggeman formula does not accurately represent the effective complex permittivity of 
cementitious materials. Nevertheless, it appears that the magnitude of the complex 
permittivity as a function of moisture content can be represented as a linear relation. 
 
5.5. Estimation of permeability from properties of confined water 
To summarize the modeling effort in this research on the complex permittivity, two 
phase composite model with bounds was used to determine if the complex permittivity 
of cementitious materials can be determined simply from porosity and known properties 
of water and cement paste. The two phase composite model and the restrictive bounds 
from material properties were unable to predict dielectric response. Upon further 
literature search on this topic in other disciplines, it is hypothesized that water in 
nanoporous spaces have different dynamic properties compared to bulk water, due to 
confinement effects. This type of pore water is termed “confined water”. The current 
research treats this confinement effect as a distinct, separate phase that occurs for cement 
paste pore water located in pores with a radius of ~20nm (corresponds to 65% RH) 
pores. This assumption was applied to determine the properties of A three phase 
composite was thus used to extract properties of a discrete bulk water phase by assuming 
that water confinement occurs below ~20nm (65% RH). Subsequently, the properties of 
the confined water was used in a four phase composite model to predict complex 
permittivity of partially saturated cement pastes conditioned at different levels of RH. 
The model prediction underpredicted the complex permittivity of partially saturated 
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cement pastes. The discrepancy was cited as an effect due to non-equilibrated moisture 
states in the partially saturated cement pastes due to insufficient drying time, supported 
by further test on partially saturated specimens which indicated that drying continues 
well beyond the two months drying time initially prescribed to the test specimens used 
for the VNA tests. 
 
There appears to be no direct correlation between complex permittivity and 
permeability. Some magnitude difference can be detected in complex permittivity 
between 0.4, 0.5 and 0.6 w/c specimens while the specimens are saturated. No anomaly 
was found in complex permittivity with respect to frequency. However, it may be 
possible to use the confined water properties extracted from the modeling previously to 
predict other types of materials. Here we restrict our discussion on the 15 bar porous 
ceramic, which has permeability about one order of magnitude higher than the most 
porous cement paste tested in this research. 
 
The approach is as follows: using the previously determined complex permittivity of 
confined water, cw  from Figure 43, model the complex permittivity of the 15 bar 
porous ceramic by varying bwp  and   for cw  predicted from each cement pastes. The 
fitting was performed in the complex plane. Each point corresponds to the real and 
imaginary components of complex permittivity at a particular frequency. The plot is 
shown in Figure 46. 
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Figure 46: Fitting cwp and   to 15 bar porous ceramic data. The dots represent experimentally measured 
complex permittivity of the porous ceramic and the solid lines are from the prediction. 
 
This approach was able to predict the complex permittivity to a fair certainty. The most 
interesting finding from this model is that the porosity   used to predict complex 
permittivity is extremely close to the value of the material itself. Combinations of bwp  
and   do not vary significantly between cw for satisfactory prediction/fit of 
experimental data. Since each of the materials tested has a different permeability, bwp  
versus permeability can be plotted for a purely empirical estimation of permeability 
when bwp  is known. Figure 47 shows the correlation between bwp  and k  
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Figure 47: Percent bound water ( bwp ) versus permeability ( k ). bwp  can be used as an indirect 
measurement of w/c. 
 
There are also more theoretical approaches to obtain permeability with the given 
information. Recall that starting from the three phase composite modeling, an 
assumption was made on the confinement effect of pore water having a distinct 
separation at 65% RH. The degree of saturation at 65% RH is essentially equal to1 bwp .  
For the isotherm fit equation Eq. (99)There are many combinations of 1m  and 2m that 
will satisfy (65%) 1 bwS p  . Restricting the values of 1m  and 2m to realistic values for 
fitting cement based materials, a range of isotherms can be plotted with respect to RH. 
Figure 48 shows the isotherms with a range of 1m  and 2m . 
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Figure 48: Desorption isotherms predicted with prescribed values of bwp . From top to bottom, the 
predicted isotherms correspond to 0.4 w/c, 0.6 w/c, 15 bar and 5 bar specimens, respectively. 
 
This implies that for a given bwp  prediction, a qualitative measure of permeability may 
be found for nanoporous materials. Recall from Figure 48 that for a given value of bwp , 
multiple combinations of 1m  and 2m will satisfy the degree of saturation equation. 
Permeability will differ due to different values of computed aS  from combinations of 
1m  and 2m . Figure 49 shows the prediction from the model and versus measured 
permeability. 
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permeable material such as the porous ceramic tested in this research. The results from 
modeling indicate with this technique, permeability of porous materials can only be 
predicted when permeability is higher than ~1 nm2, where the permeability from the 
complex permittivity indicated a clearly difference in permeability. It is likely that large 
amount of bulk water that exists in highly permeable materials dominate the composite 
complex permittivity; in other words, very poor concrete can possibly be detected using 
data from frequency sweep between 200MHz and 6GHz by applying the composite 
model with bound water properties from this research, due to the existence of large pores 
in high w/c ratio concrete. However, over these frequencies, the measured complex 
permittivity data for normal concrete (0.4-0.6 w/c concrete with type I cement used in 
this research) do not vary enough between typical w/c (i.e. 0.4-0.6 w/c) to determine 
differences in permeability via the composite modeling technique described in this 
research.  
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6. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION* 
 
As stated in the objectives section, the following are the main objectives of this 
research: 
 To analytically predict and experimentally evaluate poromechanical damping in 
cementitious composites. 
 To examine whether improvements can be made in mechanical damping of 
cementitious materials through additions of millimeter scale viscoelastic 
inclusions such as crumb rubber.  An additional objective is to evaluate what 
effect surface treatment has on the ability of viscoelastic inclusions to enhance 
damping of cementitious composites.   
 To experimentally determine whether the addition of nano-sized inclusions and 
reinforcements (CSR and CNF, respectively) at different levels of dispersion into 
a cementitious matrix will improve damping. 
 The experimentally determine dependence of dielectric response of cementitious 
materials to pore structure and moisture content will be examined by 
                                                 
* Part of this chapter is reprinted with permission from 
C. Leung, Z. Grasley, Poromechanical damping of cementitious materials. 24 (2012) J. Mater. Civ. Eng., 
232–238, Copyright 2012 American Society of Civil Engineers. 
C. Leung, Z. Grasley, Effect of micrometric and nanometric viscoelatic inclusions on mechanical damping 
behavior of cementitious composites. 35 (2012) Const. Build. Mater., 444-451. Copyright 2012 Elsevier. 
Z. Grasley, C. Leung, Quasi-static axial damping of poroviscoelastic cylinders. 137 (2011) J. Eng. Mech., 
561-570, Copyright 2011 American Society of Civil Engineers. 
Part of the data reported in this chapter is reprinted with permission from 
R.S. Lakes, High damping composite materials: Effect of structural hierarchy, J. Compos. Mater., 36 
(2002) 287-297. Copyright 2002, SAGE Publications. 
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conditioning specimens to certain moisture levels and use composite modeling to 
model dielectric response of cementitious materials. 
 
The objectives were achieved through a combination of modeling and experiments. This 
section will provide a summary of the research described in this dissertation, separated 
in sections of poromechanical damping, nanometric inclusions, and complex 
permittivity, respectively. 
 
6.1. Mechanical damping research summary 
The effect of incorporating viscoelastic inclusions into cement paste on the measured 
mechanical damping of the resulting cementitious composites was evaluated.  Untreated 
and acid treated crumb rubber, and nanometric CSR particles were considered as 
viscoelastic inclusions.  For the frequency range tested, the measured results indicate 
substantial gains in mechanical damping may be attained by incorporating the 
viscoelastic inclusions in the cementitious composites if addition levels are high enough.  
The greatest damping was observed for composites incorporating acid treated crumb 
rubber.  The effect of acid treatment on mechanical damping is hypothesized to be 
caused by increases in the surface energy of the treated rubber particles, which 
ostensibly enhances bond with the cementitious matrix.  In support of the improved bond 
hypothesis, predicted bounds on the mechanical damping indicated that measured 
damping agreed well with the lower (Reuss) bound when crumb rubber particles were 
untreated.  Since the Reuss bound reflects a lower limit where displacement continuity is 
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not required between phases in the composite, it is sensible that this bound agrees well 
with damping for a composite with poor bond between the phases.  Damping should be 
reduced in the case of poor bond since stress cannot be fully transferred to the 
viscoelastic inclusions; thus, a greater fraction of stress is carried by the (relatively) low 
damping elastic matrix. This result is contrary to the damping mechanism suggested in 
the introduction, where weak bonds were expected to create higher damping materials. 
Increased damping of crumb rubber-cement paste composites by surface modification of 
Adding spherical-shaped CSR into cement pastes caused less reduction in strength 
compared to adding irregularly shaped crumb rubbers, and at similar volume fractions, 
untreated CSR increased damping more than untreated crumb rubber.  Future research 
should examine whether acid treated CSR can improve damping at levels equal to or 
greater than acid treated crumb rubber. Preliminary tests on adding CNF to cement paste 
shows a substantial increase in damping with only a small volume % addition of CNF 
into cement paste when compared to plain cement paste. The resulting stiffness from the 
composite is similar to that of plain cement paste. It is possible that the damping 
observed can be further increased with more addition of badly dispersed CNF. 
For mechanical damping, the poromechanical damping model was experimentally 
validated, with the model slightly underpredicting damping. Substantial improvements 
were found in mechanical damping by adding acid-treated crumb rubber. CSR in clump 
form was difficult to disperse at high addition levels with the attempted methods. 
Improvement in damping is comparable to crumb rubber. Preliminary tests suggest that 
adding undispersed CNF will help improve damping of cementitious materials. 
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A total of tan( )  = 0.06 between 1-25 Hz was observed from poromechanical effects and 
viscoelastic cement mortar matrix. Viscoelastic inclusions were also evaluated for 
damping improvements. Specimens containing viscoelastic inclusions had high stiffness 
( *E ) of ~1.76-1.87 MPa when added to 25% by volume for both crumb rubber and CSR 
inclusions. Specimen with sulfuric acid treated crumb rubber had tan( ) 0.06  at 1 Hz, 
indicating that improved bonding between paste and crumb rubber particles promote 
damping, contrary to the suggested mechanism that weak bonds between the interfaces 
decrease damping. Preliminary tests on cementitious specimens containing CNF showed 
an increase in tan( )   to an average of 0.02 to 0.04, suggesting significant damping 
improvements when CNF is added to cement paste. More through study is needed to 
examine the effect on damping by adding CNF to a cementitious matrix. 
 
Combining poromechanical effects and viscoelastic inclusions for improved damping 
was not attempted in this research, due to the fact that the fabrication method for 
specimens used in evaluation of poromechanical damping involves in compressing the 
fresh pervious mortar mixture in a tube. Due to the low stiffness of crumb rubber, the 
same method cannot be applied to create a permeable mixture containing crumb rubber. 
While the current research falls short of achieving tan( ) >0.1, all of the materials 
created in attempt to create higher damping materials possessed high stiffness ( * tan( )E 
>0.6 MPa), which would make the materials useful for practical purposes. Optimizing 
strength remains a challenge on cementitious materials containing viscoelastic 
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inclusions, but current research indicated that the shape of viscoelastic inclusions plays a 
substantial role in providing higher compressive strength in cementitious materials 
containing viscoelastic inclusions. The improvement in damping is graphically 
illustrated in Figure 50. 
 
 
Figure 50: Comparison of damping properties of various materials at 1 Hz, after [185]. Cement paste has a 
w/cm of 0.37 w/cm. Pervious mortars utilizing poromechanical damping effects have a high stiffness, and 
increased damping from plain cement paste at frequencies between 1 and 10 Hz. Substantial damping 
increase was also observed by adding viscoelastic crumb rubber into cement paste, with only a slight 
decrease in stiffness. 
 
Additionally, tan( )  > 0.1 could be achieved by other means. Assuming a linear-elastic, 
isotropic solid, stress can be separated into its deviatoric and dilatational parts. Only one 
third of the stress is dilational whereas the other two-thirds are shear (deviatoric). 
Poromechanical effects are only dilational. If a pore network is saturated with a 
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viscoelastic fluid that has a non-zero shear yield strength, the two-thirds deviatoric part 
will improve damping. This will be briefly explained in the next section on future work. 
 
6.2. Electrical dissipation research summary 
The dependence of complex permittivity on the moisture content of cementitious 
materials, including concrete and cement paste, was systematically evaluated by 
microwave dielectric spectroscopy and percometer. The depth of penetration of the 
percometer was determined for a saturated cement paste, which was about 10mm. The 
depth of penetration is expected to increase for partially saturated cement paste and 
concrete. The operator of GPR equipment for use in concrete application is cautioned 
that for concrete, the measured value of real part of relative permittivity from the 
percometer will likely deviate from the actual value due to the effect of conducting ionic 
species on EM wave propagation and reflection. 
 
Multiphase composite models were used to validate experimentally measured complex 
permittivity on cement paste at various levels of saturation. A two phase model was not 
able to predict complex permittivity of cementitious materials, implying that bulk water 
may behave differently than confined water in the pore space of the cementitious 
material. A three phase composite model was used to determine confined water 
properties as a discrete phase. Using the properties of the confined water obtained from 
the three phase model, a four phase composite model was used to predict complex 
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permittivity of partially saturated cement pastes. The four phase model was able to 
replicate the measured trends between moisture content and magnitude of complex 
permittivity. Model prediction deviations were attributed to the inability to control 
internal RH of tested cement paste specimens in a reasonable amount of time. No direct 
correlation was found between complex permittivity and permeability for cement pastes. 
However, desorption isotherms were used to model permeability by computing surface 
area and considering the tortuosity of the materials. The permeability model 
overpredicted permeability of the specimens. The modeling and experimental results 
show that the materials with typical permeability found in cementitious materials cannot 
be detected between 200MHz to 6GHz, due to the resemblance in the dielectric response 
with respect of frequency. However, very poor concrete/cement pastes with high w/c 
ratio due to addition of large amounts of bulk water could be detected, based on the 
model prediction for porous ceramic which has ~1 nm2 permeability. 
 
6.3. Future work 
The research described in this dissertation shows that substantial improvements in 
mechanical damping of concrete can be achieved with novel techniques, and the 
moisture state can be quantified by complex permittivity of cement pastes. There are 
possibilities to further improve damping of concrete. The composite complex 
permittivity of cement paste can also be further exploited to determine permeability/pore 
structure. Section 6.3.1 describes future research directions for damping in cementitious 
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composites, and Section 6.3.2 describes utilizing dielectric properties for novel civil 
engineering applications. 
 
6.3.1. Mechanical damping improvements 
With the validation by two types of fluids on the poromechanical damping model in 
cementitious materials presented in Section 3.2, several avenues of research can be 
explored to further improve damping. The possibility of using asphalt to saturate a 
pervious concrete pore network for use as a damping material has not been explored. A 
rigid, relatively elastic skeleton saturated with a fluid with a viscous fluid with a high 
bulk modulus (greater than glycerin used in this research) could help improve damping 
properties of concrete. Predicted poromechanical damping from asphalt movement in a 
pervious concrete from the model presented in this research is comparable to 
poromechanical effects predicted and validated in Section 5.1. In a case where the pore 
fluid has a non-zero shear yield strength, additional damping beyond poromechanical 
effects could be realized. Even in a case where poromechanical effects are neglected, the 
composite model used in this research can be applied to predict damping behavior of an 
asphalt-saturated composite, similar to the composite viscoelastic damping predicted in 
Section 3.3. Pervious concrete can have a compressive strength up to 28 MPa [186]and 
macro porosity can be up to 30% [55]. This strength and porosity is a substantial 
increase from the strength values achieved with the viscoelastic inclusions from crumb 
rubber in this research. With a pore network containing viscoelastic materials, the 
damping will substantially increase from the levels achieved in this research. Figure 51 
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is a figure of predicted damping for a composite containing 30% viscoelastic EPDM 
rubber with an assumed elastic matrix. 
 
 
Figure 51: Damping of specimen with 30% by volume viscoelastic EPDM rubber. Note that a 5% increase 
in volume shifts tan( )  up by ~0.01. More damping is possible if a more dissipative viscoelastic 
material is used in the composite model. 
 
Injecting viscoelastic material into the pore network of a pervious concrete will likely 
increase strength, while at the same time improving the damping properties of the 
mixture. While a 5% increase in rubber inclusion by volume will decrease strength in a 
cement paste mixture containing viscoelastic inclusions, pervious concrete mixtures 
have been shown to achieve up to 28MPa in compressive strength. The compressive 
strength of pervious concrete is substantially higher than specimens containing crumb 
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materials. Previous research has been done on MR dampers which use MR fluid for a 
piston-driven system, but the use of MR fluid in conjunction with poromechanical 
damping of cementitious materials has not been fully explored. The damping achieved 
from poromechanical effects will be expected to have the same magnitude as the 
damping observed from this research, but the frequency at which damping is maximum 
could be shifted by adjusting the pore fluid viscosity. The work completed in this 
research, especially the modeling aspect, can help guide the design of pervious 
cementitious materials with smart fluids for optimum damping control. 
 
Since the shape of the viscoelastic inclusion (i.e. crumb rubber) highly affects strength 
based on the findings of this research, cementitious materials containing treated 
spherical waste tire particles could prove to be the most effective solution for high 
damping, moderately strong materials for civil engineering applications. The damping 
increase on CNF-cement paste specimens reported in Section 0 show that a substantial 
increase in damping was observed with the addition of badly dispersed CNF, which 
could likely be used in specimens containing viscoelastic inclusions and/or specimens 
containing viscoelastic materials in the pore network. The combined tan( )  should 
exceed 0.1 which is necessary for significant damping. 
 
6.3.2. Utilizing complex permittivity for civil engineering applications 
The results from Section 5.4.3 showed that complex permittivity is highly dependent on 
moisture content, and it may be possible to utilize sensitivity of moisture content to 
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determine pore size distribution. There are several possibilities for future work on 
quantifying permeability. One of which is using dielectric spectroscopy to probe higher 
frequencies (up to 20GHz) to determine amount of free water from complex permittivity. 
High w/c materials will have higher amounts of free water at saturated states. 
 
Understanding electrical properties of concrete and other paving materials allows for the 
exploration of novel applications in civil engineering. There are many locations 
throughout the world where winter road safety is severely hampered by the formation of 
black ice on roadways due to frigid temperatures, which drastically reduce the traction of 
vehicle tires to the pavement surface and can cause deadly accidents. Since EM wave 
amplitude dissipate in poorly conducting materials in the form of ohmic/dipolar losses 
(known as skin depth), it may be possible to develop highly efficient systems to heat up 
pavement materials. EM wave propagation in materials has mainly been an interest to 
electrical engineers for communication purposes, and the heating of the material is 
regarded as a negative as it affects signal strength. By tailoring the electrical properties 
of construction materials with new materials such as carbon nanofibers (which could 
drastically change electrical properties of composite materials such as concrete) in 
conjunction with new heating systems, it may be possible to improve traction on 
roadways in winter, and thus road safety. 
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